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Introduction 1
Faster from the drawing to the workpiece - but how?

The technological development of machine tools is highly dynamic. Particularly with the 
creation of NC programs, the range has extended from pure CAM system programming to 
programming directly at the CNC machine. Special, productive programming methods are 
available for each area. With ShopTurn, SIEMENS therefore offers a programming method 
specially tailored to the shop floor which allows quick and practical programming of machining 
steps from the manufacture of single parts up to small batches. In conjunction with SINUMERIK 
Operate, the new operator interface for the control system, intuitive and effective working in the 
workshop is possible even for series production.

The solution is: Creating a process plan instead of programming
The creation of a process plan with intuitive and operator-friendly handling sequences, allows 
the ShopTurn user to create the NC program directly from the drawing. Even changes and 
different variants of a workpiece can be quickly programmed due to the clear structure.

Even the most complicated contours and workpieces are simple to manufacture with ShopTurn 
thanks to the integrated, powerful tools for creating traversing paths. For this reason:

Simpler and faster from the drawing to the workpiece - with ShopTurn.
Although ShopTurn is easy to learn, these ShopTurn Training Documents allow you to enter this 
world even faster. Before, however, it comes to actually working with ShopTurn, the first sections 
cover a few important basics:

• First, we will show you the advantages of working with ShopTurn.

• Then, we will explain the basics of the operation.

• And next, the geometrical and technological fundamentals will be introduced to the 
beginner.

• A short introduction to tool management will be given in a further section.

The theory is followed by practical exercises with ShopTurn:

• Five examples have been chosen to explain the machining possibilities with ShopTurn, 
whereby the degree of difficulty is increased continuously. At the beginning, all key actions 
are specified; later you will be prompted to proceed without help.

• Then you will learn how to cut in AUTOMATIC mode using ShopTurn.

• If you wish, at the end you may test your knowledge of ShopTurn.

Please note that the technology data used here are only examples due to the wide variety of 
situations in the workshop.

Turning made easy with ShopTurn
Training Documents, 10/2021, 6FC5095-0AB80-1BP3 7



Just as ShopTurn itself was created with the help of skilled workers, these Training Documents 
were also drawn up by practical users. On that note, we wish you much pleasure and success in 
your work with ShopTurn.

SINUMERIK ONE - Run MyVirtual Machine
With Run MyVirtual Machine, the digital twin of SINUMERIK ONE, NC programs can be 
programmed offline and checked without requiring a real machine. Run MyVirtual Machine 
provides safety, and avoids collisions occurring at the real machine. 

In this ShopMill training document, Section "Entry into Run MyVirtual Machine (Page 17)" 
provides you with an overview about how you can use Run MyVirtual Machine and of its 
advantages. Further, the user interface of the project management and a machine project that 
has been started are explained. 

In Section "Execution in Run MyVirtual Machine /3D (Page 233)", based on an example, you get 
to know the first steps in Run MyVirtual Machine and how you can run 3D simulation. 

Note

You require the appropriate licenses for "Run MyVirtual Machine /Operate" and "Run MyVirtual 
Machine /3D". You can purchase the software through the Industrial Software Store (https://
www.dex.siemens.com). Here, you can also apply for your individual free-of-charge test license!

Note regarding the exercises

Note

The training documentation was created based on a SINUMERIK ONE with operator interface 
"SINUMERIK Operate". You can choose to work through examples 1 to 5 on a SINUMERIK ONE, 
SINUMERIK 840D sl, SINUMERIK 828D with SINUMERIK Operate, with Sinutrain or with Run 
MyVirtual Machine. The basic operation of SINUMERIK Operate is identical in all cases. 

Introduction
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Advantages of working with ShopTurn 2
This section shows you the special advantages of working with ShopTurn.

Turning made easy with ShopTurn
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2.1 You will save time for training....
• ShopTurn does not use any foreign-language terms you would otherwise have to learn. All 

required inputs are requested in plain text.

• When working with ShopTurn, you are offered clear assistance by colored help displays.

Advantages of working with ShopTurn
2.1 You will save time for training....

Turning made easy with ShopTurn
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• You can also integrate DIN/ISO commands into the Graphical Process Plan of ShopTurn. You 
may also program in DIN/ISO 66025 and use DIN cycles.

• You may switch between the individual work step and the workpiece graphic (broken-line 
graphics) at any time during the creation of a process plan.

Figure 2-1 Work step in a process plan

Figure 2-2 Broken-line graphics

Advantages of working with ShopTurn
2.1 You will save time for training....

Turning made easy with ShopTurn
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2.2 You will save time for programming...
• ShopTurn offers optimum assistance when it comes to entering technological values: You 

only have to enter the handbook values feedrate (or feed) and cutting rate  – the speed is 
calculated by ShopTurn automatically.  

• ShopTurn enables you to describe a complete machining sequence using only one work step, 
and the required positioning motions (in this case, from the tool change point to the 
workpiece and back) are created automatically.

• All work steps are represented by ShopTurn in a compact and clear fashion in the Graphical 
Process Plan. This provides you a complete overview and thus better editing possibilities 
even if comprehensive manufacturing sequences are to be performed. 

• During stock removal, for example, several machining operations and contours can be linked 
together. 

Advantages of working with ShopTurn
2.2 You will save time for programming...

Turning made easy with ShopTurn
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• The integrated contour calculator can process all standard dimensions (Cartesian, polar); it 
is nevertheless very easy to handle and understand - thanks to colloquial input and graphic 
support.

Figure 2-3 Technical drawing 

Figure 2-4 Screenform

Advantages of working with ShopTurn
2.2 You will save time for programming...

Turning made easy with ShopTurn
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• You may switch between the graphic view and parameter screenform with help display at any 
time.

Figure 2-5 Graphic view

Figure 2-6 Help display

• Process plan and manufacturing do not exclude each other. With ShopTurn, you can create 
a new process plan parallel to manufacturing.

Advantages of working with ShopTurn
2.2 You will save time for programming...

Turning made easy with ShopTurn
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2.3 You will save time for manufacturing...
• You can optimize tool selection during the stock removal of contours:

Large volumes are removed using roughing tools, any residual material ① is then detected 
and removed automatically using a pointed tool.   

• The exact specification of the selected retraction plane avoids the use of unnecessary 
traversing paths and thereby saves valuable manufacturing time. This is possible using the 
settings normal, extended and all.

Retraction plane: normal Retraction plane: extended Retraction plane: all

Advantages of working with ShopTurn
2.3 You will save time for manufacturing...

Turning made easy with ShopTurn
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• You can optimize your machining sequence with a minimum of work - thanks to the compact 
structure of the process plan (in this case, by saving of a tool change, for example).   

Figure 2-7 Original machining sequence

Figure 2-8 Optimized machining sequence with cutting and pasting  

• With ShopTurn, you can achieve extremely high feedrates with optimum repeat accuracy 
based on consistent digital technology (SINAMICS drives, ...., SINUMERIK control systems).

Advantages of working with ShopTurn
2.3 You will save time for manufacturing...

Turning made easy with ShopTurn
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Entry into Run MyVirtual Machine 3
This chapter introduces you to Run MyVirtual Machine, the digital twin of SINUMERIK ONE. In 
addition to the product description, the application area and the benefits, you also get to know 
the Run MyVirtual Machine user interface. You get to familiarize yourself with project 
management and the user interface of a machine project that has already been started. 

In Section "Execution in Run MyVirtual Machine /3D (Page 233)" you learn how to create a 
machine project in Run MyVirtual Machine. You learn about the fundamentals of 3D simulation 
in Run MyVirtual Machine /3D, and based on a program example, you execute the first steps to 
start a 3D simulation.  

Note

You require the appropriate licenses for "Run MyVirtual Machine /Operate" and "Run MyVirtual 
Machine /3D". You can purchase the software through the Industrial Software Store (https://
www.dex.siemens.com). Here, you can also apply for your individual free-of-charge test license!

Turning made easy with ShopTurn
Training Documents, 10/2021, 6FC5095-0AB80-1BP3 17
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3.1 What is Run MyVirtual Machine?
Run MyVirtual Machine is an NC programming workstation with identical controls on the PC for 
machine tools using SINUMERIK ONE.

The offline programming workstation Run MyVirtual Machine simulates a machine tool 
controlled by SINUMERIK ONE. SINUMERIK Operate, together with a simulated machine control 
panel, ensures realistic operation and programming on the PC. You do not need any additional 
programming knowledge. 

Run MyVirtual Machine enables offline CNC programming on the PC, for example in work 
preparation. Exactly the same scope of CNC language commands, CNC machining cycles, and 
ShopMill/ShopTurn work steps is available as in the real CNC. Regardless of whether CNC 
programs were generated via Run MyVirtual Machine itself or via CAM systems, they can be 
checked for freedom from errors in the best possible way. 

Run MyVirtual Machine is therefore the optimal tool to increase efficiency and process reliability 
in CNC programming.

Furthermore, Run MyVirtual Machine permits easy learning and professional training of CNC 
operation and programming without a real CNC, for example in training classrooms. For this 
purpose, preconfigured sample machines are available for immediate use. Using SINUMERIK 
Operate and the original SINUMERIK CNC kernel, all operating processes and NC programming 
operations can be used and CNC programs executed, without any restrictions. New functions 
and programming options can thus be learned, tested and demonstrated in a secure 
environment.

To get the highest possible match with the real CNC, you can load machine projects (*.vcp) 
matching the respective machine. Contact your machine manufacturer for this purpose.

Since the machine projects are always assigned to a version of the SINUMERIK Virtual CNC 
software, different SINUMERIK Virtual CNC software versions can be stored in Run MyVirtual 
Machine.

This means that machines from different manufacturers can be provided with different versions 
of the SINUMERIK Virtual CNC software at one work station in the CNC work preparation.

Additional options:

• Run MyVirtual Machine /Open is an additional option to Run MyVirtual Machine /Operate. 
You need it to operate an external SW application, for example, your own machine room 
simulation.

• Run MyVirtual Machine /3D is an additional option for Run MyVirtual Machine /Operate. This 
option extends Run MyVirtual Machine to include integrated 3D machining and material 
removal simulation. This enables you to evaluate machine movements visually and to check 
for freedom from collision. Using the material removal simulation, workpiece machining can 
be tested in advance via simulation.
The 3D simulation is also ideal for training setup procedures and running in machines on a 
virtual model without any exposure to risks.

Entry into Run MyVirtual Machine
3.1 What is Run MyVirtual Machine?

Turning made easy with ShopTurn
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3.2 Project management in Run MyVirtual Machine
You can manage machine projects (*.vcp; Virtual Commissioning Project) based on machine 
templates in the project management of Run MyVirtual Machine. The machine projects are 
provided by the machine manufacturer, for example, or are included as project templates in Run 
MyVirtual Machine.

In the project management, you can open and delete projects and create a new project based on 
a project template.

A machine project manages all the data required to operate the machine. The machine project 
file contains NC, HMI, PLC and drive data specifying the version of the CNC software used.

1

6

5
4

3

2

Figure 3-1 Project management in Run MyVirtual Machine

① Basic functions
Click on the buttons to use the basic functions of Run MyVirtual Machine.

Displays of project overview
 
Settings
Opens the settings to switch between languages and manage the window layout.
Information
Displays the version overview
Exit
Exits Run MyVirtual Machine

Entry into Run MyVirtual Machine
3.2 Project management in Run MyVirtual Machine
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② Help
Open/close Help. The Help is displayed in a separate viewlet. You can extract the viewlet and 
display as a separate window.

③ Display/hide viewlets
You can show/hide the viewlets/window areas using the  button. Check/uncheck the 
checkbox in front of the respective viewlet name in the displayed list.

 

You can remove the individual viewlets as windows with the  buttons, and dock them 
at any other position in Run MyVirtual Machine. For example, you can display HMI SINUMERIK 
Operate in a separate window.

④ Main menu
Open project
Opens existing projects from the overview

Create project from template
Creates a new project based on a template.

⑤ Project overview
Overview of the most recently opened machine projects with storage path, CNC SW version used 
and change date.

⑥ Buttons
Remove
Removes projects from the project overview. The machine project is only deleted from the 
overview, and remains on the data storage medium.

Browse
Searches the data storage medium for projects and enters them into the overview.

Open project
Opens a selected machine project in the overview.

Start project

Opens a selected machine project from the overview. The machine is automatically started.

Entry into Run MyVirtual Machine
3.2 Project management in Run MyVirtual Machine
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3.3 Machine project in Run MyVirtual Machine
Using Run MyVirtual Machine corresponds to a real control system equipped with a SINUMERIK 
Operate user interface and machine control panel. The machine basic screen is displayed after 
the control system has powered up.

10

9

6

2

5

8

7
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Figure 3-2 Run MyVirtual Machine with an open machine project

① Basic functions
Click on the buttons to use the basic functions of Run MyVirtual Machine.

Displays of project overview
 
Settings
Opens the settings to switch between languages and manage the window layout.
Information
Displays the version overview
Exit
Exits Run MyVirtual Machine

② Help
Open/close Help. The Help is displayed in a separate viewlet. You can extract the viewlet and 
display as a separate window.

③ Title bar
Display of the project name and version of the CNC software.

Entry into Run MyVirtual Machine
3.3 Machine project in Run MyVirtual Machine
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④ Simulation control

Start simulation of the machine.
The simulation control cannot be operated during the ramp-up phase.
Exit simulation of the machine. 
 
Reset
Initiate NCK/PLC warm restart

Change simulation speed from standstill (pause – system stopped) up to the maximum speed. 

• In the left position (-) 0%, the simulation is in pause mode. In this state, the "frozen" 
machining process can be observed.

• In the center position 100%, the simulation speed approximates the speed/clock cycle of a 
real machine and runs approximately in real-time.

• In the right (+) position, the simulation runs with maximum speed. The percentage display 
specifies how much faster the system operates compared with real-time. For example, the 
value 800% corresponds to approximately the 8-fold real-time speed. The maximum 
simulation speed is limited by several factors, including the computer power.

⑤ Management of the open machine project

• Save
Saves the open machine project.
Machine projects can be saved only if the machine simulation has been previously exited.

• Save as
Saves the open machine project under a new name or in another directory.

• Memory card
Opens Windows Explorer with the storage location of the virtual memory card.

• Close project
Closes an open machine project. If there are unsaved changes, a note is displayed, and you 
can save the project before closing.

⑥ Display/hide viewlets
You can show/hide the viewlets/window areas using the  button. Check/uncheck the 
checkbox in front of the respective viewlet name in the displayed list.

 

You can remove the individual viewlets as windows with the  buttons, and dock them 
at any other position in Run MyVirtual Machine. For example, you can display HMI SINUMERIK 
Operate in a separate window.

Entry into Run MyVirtual Machine
3.3 Machine project in Run MyVirtual Machine
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⑦ HMI SINUMERIK Operate
The SINUMERIK HMI Operate viewlet contains the SINUMERIK Operate commissioning and 
operating software. 

⑧ Virtual machine control panel
• EMERGENCY STOP

The status of the Emergency Stop (pressed) is indicated by a pictogram below the red button. 
The Emergency Stop is functional only with the appropriate basic PLC program.

• Feedrate and spindle override

• Alarm, Channel, Help keys

• User assignable function keys

• Keyswitch (0-3)

⑨ Project settings
You can only change the project settings if the machine simulation has not been started.

• HMI resolution
Select the HMI resolution of the SINUMERIK Operate. The HMI will be displayed in the 
selected resolution at the next startup.

• Navigation bar
Select the checkbox if you want the side navigation bar to be displayed in the HMI. Through 
the navigation bar you have quick access to the machine areas of the HMI, e.g. program or 
tool list.

• Control panel type
Display of the machine control panel (e.g. MPC 483 for milling or MCP 483 for turning) used 
in the machine project.

⑩ PLC I/O table
You read and write the PLC inputs and outputs with the integrated I/O simulation. Outputs with 
status LEDs and inputs with toggle switches are configured in the table lines of the expandable 
PLC I/O table. As a machine operator, you do not usually use a PLC I/O table.

⑪ 3D simulation
During execution of an NC program in AUTOMATIC mode, 3D simulation with collision 
monitoring enables you to check the machining process so that any program errors can be 
detected.

Entry into Run MyVirtual Machine
3.3 Machine project in Run MyVirtual Machine
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Entry into Run MyVirtual Machine
3.3 Machine project in Run MyVirtual Machine
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Ensuring everything runs smoothly 4
In this chapter, you will be familiarized with the fundamentals of multitouch operation with the 
"SINUMERIK Operate Generation 2" user interface and the operating areas of SINUMERIK 
Operate based on a number of examples.  

Turning made easy with ShopTurn
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4.1 Multitouch operation of SINUMERIK Operate

4.1.1 Screen layout
Touch and gesture operator controls for SINUMERIK Operate with the "SINUMERIK Operate 
Generation 2" user interface.

�

�

�

① Cancel alarms
② Function key block
③ Virtual keyboard 

4.1.2 Function key block

Operator control Function
Switch operating area
Tap the current operating area, and select the desired operating area from the 
operating area bar.
Switch operating mode
The operating mode is only displayed.
To switch the operating mode, tap the operating area and select the operating 
area from the vertical softkey bar.
The selection for the functions available for the operating mode is opened.

Ensuring everything runs smoothly
4.1 Multitouch operation of SINUMERIK Operate
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Operator control Function
Close the selection
The selection for the functions available for the operating mode is closed.

Undo
Multiple changes are undone one by one.
As soon as a change has been completed in an input field, this function is no 
longer available.
Restoring
Multiple changes are restored one by one.
As soon as a change has been completed in an input field, this function is no 
longer available.
Virtual keyboard
Activates the virtual keyboard.

Calculator
Displays a calculator.

Online help
Opens the online help.

Camera
Generates a screenshot.

4.1.3 Further operator touch controls

Operator control Function
Advances to the next horizontal softkey bar. 
When page 2 of the menu is called, the arrow appears 
on the right.
Advances to the higher-level menu.

Advances to the next vertical softkey bar. 

Tapping the Cancel alarm symbol clears all queued can‐
cel alarms.

Ensuring everything runs smoothly
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4.1.4 Virtual keyboard
If you called the virtual keyboard using the function key block, then you have the option of 
adapting the key assignment using the shift keys.

����

① Shift key for uppercase and lowercase letters
② Shift key for letters and special characters
③ Shift key for country-specific keyboard assignment
④ Shift key for full keyboard and numerical key block

Hardware keyboard
If a real keyboard is connected, the icon of a minimized keyboard appears in place of the virtual 
keyboard.

Use the icon to open the virtual keyboard again.

4.1.5 Finger gestures

Finger gestures

 Tap 
• Select window
• Select object (e.g. NC set)
• Activate entry field

– Enter or overwrite value 
– Tap again to change the value

  
 Tap with 2 fingers

• Call the shortcut menu (e.g. copy, paste)

   

Ensuring everything runs smoothly
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 Flick vertically with one finger
• Scroll in lists (e.g. programs, tools, zero points)
• Scroll in files (e.g. NC program)

   
 Flick vertically with two fingers

• Page-scroll in lists (e.g. ZO)
• Page-scroll in files (e.g. NC programs)

   
 Flick vertically with three fingers

• Scroll to the start or end of lists
• Scroll to the start or end of files
 

   
 Flick horizontally with one finger

• Scroll in lists with many columns

   
 Spread

• Zoom in on graphic contents (e.g. simulation, mold mak‐
ing view)

   
 Pinch 

• Zoom out from graphic contents (e.g. simulation, mold 
making view)
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 Pan with one finger
• Move graphic contents (e.g. simulation, mold making 

view)
• Move list contents

   
 Pan with two fingers

• Rotate graphic contents (e.g. simulation, mold making 
view)

   
 Tap and hold

• Open input fields to change
• Activate or deactivate edit mode (e.g. current block dis‐

play)

   
 Tap and hold using 2 fingers

• Open cycles line by line to change (without input screen 
form)

   
 Tap with two index fingers 

• Tap with two fingers simultaneously in the lower right- and 
left-hand corners to open the TCU menu.
The menu has to be opened for service purposes.

Note
Flicking gestures with several fingers

The gestures only function reliably if you hold your fingers sufficiently far apart. The fingers 
should be at least 1 cm apart.

Ensuring everything runs smoothly
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4.2 The operating areas

4.2.1 Machine

Machine - Manual
Select the "Machine" softkey.

 

 

Switch to "JOG" mode.

 

In this mode, the machine is set up; the tool is traversed in the MANUAL mode. It is also possible 
to gauge tools and to set workpiece zeros.

Figure 4-1 Call of a tool and input of technological values
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Figure 4-2 Input of a target position

Machine - AUTO
 

Select the "Machine" softkey.

 

 

Switch to "AUTO" mode.

 

During manufacturing, the current work step is displayed. It is possible to switch to a running 
simulation using the relevant key ("Simultaneous recording"). When executing a process plan, 
you may insert work steps and/or create a new process plan. 

Ensuring everything runs smoothly
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Executing a process plan

Figure 4-3 Simultaneous recording of the execution

4.2.2 Parameters

Parameter lists
This key can be used to edit data for the tool management and for programs.
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Tool lists
No cutting without tools.   

The tools can be managed in a tool list.

Figure 4-4 Tool list

Magazine
Tools can be organized into a magazine.   

Figure 4-5 Magazine

Ensuring everything runs smoothly
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Work offsets
Zero points are saved in a clearly laid-out zero-point table.   

Figure 4-6 Work offsets

4.2.3 Program

Editing programs
This key can be used to edit programs.

 

 

If you have created a ShopTurn program in the Program Manager, you can now create the 
process plan with the complete machining sequence for the appropriate workpiece. An 
optimum sequence can only be achieved by a skilled worker with suitable experience.

Ensuring everything runs smoothly
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The contour to be machined is entered graphically as a machining step.

Geometry and technology constitute a unit in programming. The subsequent technological 
machining operations are applied to the contour.
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Example for the dovetailing of geometry and technology:

%ODQN�FRQWRXU

0DFKLQHG�SDUW�FRQWRXU

6WRFN�UHPRYDO��URXJKLQJ��LQFOXGLQJ�DSSURDFK�DQG�UHWUDFW�VWUDWHJLHV

5HVLGXDO�VWRFN�UHPRYDO

6WRFN�UHPRYDO��ILQLVKLQJ�

*URRYH�F\FOH

7KUHDG�F\FOH

'ULOOLQJ�SRVLWLRQV

'ULOOLQJ�F\FOH

This geometrical-technological interrelation is represented very clearly in the graphical display 
of the work steps by putting the appropriate symbols in brackets. The brackets mean linking of 
geometry and technology to one work step.   

Simulating programs
Before machining a workpiece on the machine, it is possible to display the program execution 
graphically on the screen.   

• To this end, select the "Simulation" and "Start" softkeys.

• To stop simulation, select the "Stop" softkey.

• To cancel simulation, use the "Reset" softkey.

The following views are available, among others, for simulation:

Ensuring everything runs smoothly
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Figure 4-7 Side view (display tool path, activated)

Figure 4-8 3D view
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Figure 4-9 2-window view

4.2.4 Program Manager

Managing programs
 

With the Program Manager, you can create new programs at any time. You can similarly open 
existing programs to execute, modify, copy or rename them. Programs no longer required can 
be deleted.   

Active programs are marked with a green symbol.
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USB flash drives can be used for data exchange. For example, programs which were created on 
an external device can be copied and executed on the NC.

Creating a new workpiece
You can manage your programs and other files, such as tool data, zero points, magazine 
mapping, in a workpiece.

Creating a new program
If you create a new program, you can specify the type of programming using the following 
softkeys:

ShopTurn program

G code program

4.2.5 Diagnosis

Alarms and messages
Here you can see alarm lists, messages and alarm logs.   
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Figure 4-10 Alarm log
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Geometrical basics 5
This section explains the general basics of the geometry and technology for turning. No inputs 
for ShopTurn are planned yet.
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5.1 Tool axes and work planes
During turning, it is the workpiece, and not the tool, that rotates. The axis is the Z axis.

• G18 plane = machining with turning tools

• G17 plane = drilling and milling operations on the front face

• G19 plane = drilling and milling operations on the peripheral surface

Since the diameter of the turned workpieces is relatively easy to control, the dimensions of the 
transverse axis are based on the diameter. This means that you can directly compare the actual 
dimensions with the dimensions in the drawing.

Geometrical basics
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5.2 Points in the work space
Various important reference points are provided for a CNC - such as the SINUMERIK 828D with 
ShopTurn - for orientation in the working space by means of the measuring system.  

Machine zero (M)

The machine zero (M) is specified by the manufacturer and cannot be changed. It lies in the 
origin of the machine coordinate system.  

Workpiece zero (W)

The workpiece zero (W) - also called program zero - is the origin of the workpiece coordinate 
system. It can be selected freely and should be located at a point from which the most 
dimensions start in the drawing.  

Reference point (R)

The reference point (R) is approached to set the measuring system to zero, as the machine zero 
cannot be approached in most cases. Thus, the control system finds the start of counting in the 
position measuring system. 

Toolholder reference point T

Toolholder reference point T is used to set up machines with tool revolvers with default tools. Its 
position and location hole permit setup with cutter holders for shank tools in accordance with 
DIN 69880 and VDI 3425. 
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5.3 Absolute and incremental dimensioning

Absolute input
The entered values refer to the workpiece zero.

* G90 Absolute dimensions

(QG�SRLQW

&XUUHQW
3RVLWLRQ

With absolute inputs, the absolute coordinate values of the end point must always be entered 
(the current position is not taken into account).  

Incremental input
The entered values refer to the current position.

* G91 Incremental dimensions

(QG�SRLQW

&XUUHQW
3RVLWLRQ

With incremental inputs, the difference values between the current position and the end point 
must always be entered, observing the direction.  

Switching between absolute and incremental input is possible at any time using the SELECT key.

Geometrical basics
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A few examples for the absolute/incremental combination can be found below:
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5.4 Cartesian and polar dimensions

Cartesian input
Input of the X and Z coordinates. The gray values in the example were calculated automatically.  

(QG�SRLQW

With absolute inputs, the absolute coordinate values of the end point must always be entered 
(the current position is not taken into account). 
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Polar input
Input of the length and angle. The gray values in the example were calculated automatically.  

α1 = Angle to the positive Z axis
α2 = Angle to the preceding element

The angles can be entered...
positive and/or...

... negative.

Geometrical basics
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The Cartesian and polar inputs can also be combined. Here are two examples:

Input of the end point in X and the length

  
Input of the end point in Z and an angle

Geometrical basics
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5.5 Circular motions
In accordance with DIN, circular arcs are specified with the end point of the arc (X and Z 
coordinates in the G18 plane) and the center point (I and K in the G18 plane). 

The ShopTurn contour calculator gives you the freedom to use any dimension from the drawing 
for circular arcs, without having to carry out conversions.

The following example shows two circular arcs, one of which is only partially determined.   

Input of the R20 arc:  
 
 

Input of the R10 arc:

 
After the input: After the input:
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The following displays of all values appear when you have entered all known dimensions and 
pressed the All parameters softkey in the input window of the respective arc.

In DIN format:
G3 X30 Z-6.771 K-20

 

In DIN format:
G2 X50 Z-35 CR=10

Geometrical basics
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Well equipped 6
In this section you will learn how to create the tools required for the examples in the following 
sections. Furthermore, it is explained how to take into account the tool lengths and how to set 
the workpiece zero.
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6.1 Tool management
ShopTurn offers three lists for tool management:

• the tool list

• the tool wear list

• the magazine list.

6.1.1 The tool list
The tool list displays all parameters and functions required to create and set up the tools.

Figure 6-1 Example for tool lists

Meanings of the most important parameters:

Location Location number
Type Tool type
Tool name The tool is identified by the name and the replacement tool number. You 

may enter the names as text or numbers.
ST Sister tool number (for replacement tool strategy)
D Cutting edge number
Length X Geometry data, length X
Length Z Geometry data, length Z
Radius or diameter Tool radius or diameter
Holder angle, point angle, 
board width

Holder angle (roughing tool and finishing tool), point angle (drill) and board 
width (plunge-cutter)
Direction of spindle rotation
Coolants 1 and 2 (e.g. internal and external cooling) 
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ShopTurn features various tool types (favorites, milling cutters, drills, turning tools and special 
tools). Tools can be created in the tool list by means of a predefined tool catalog. Various 
mounting positions and geometrical parameters exist (e.g. holder angle), depending on the tool 
type.   

Figure 6-2 Example of Favorites list

6.1.2 The tool wear list
The wearing data for the appropriate tools are defined here.  

Figure 6-3 Tool wear list
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The most important tool wearing parameters are:

Δ Length X Length X wear
Δ Length Z Length Z wear
Δ Radius Radius wear
TC Selection of tool monitoring

• by tool life (T)
• by count (C)
• by wear (W)

Tool life or
workpiece count or
wear *
*Parameter depends on selec‐
tion in TC

Tool life
Number of workpieces
Tool wear

Setpoint Setpoint for tool life, workpiece count, or wear
Prewarning limit Specification of the tool life, workpiece count or wear at which a 

warning is displayed.
G The tool is disabled when the checkbox is selected.

6.1.3 Magazine list
All tools that are assigned to one or several tool magazines are contained in the magazine list. 
This list displays the condition of each tool. Individual magazine locations can be reserved or 
disabled for existing tools.  

Figure 6-4 Magazine list
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Meanings of the most important parameters:

S
T

Sister tool number (for replacement tool strategy)

D Cutting edge number
G Disabling of the magazine location
Ü Marking of a tool as oversized. The tool occupies two half locations left, two half locations right, one 

half location top and one half location bottom in a magazine.
P Fixed location coding

The tool is permanently assigned to this magazine location.
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6.2 Tools used
In this section you will learn how to enter tools required for the later machining in the tool list.   

Select the "Parameters" area in the main menu.

Select the "Tool list” softkey.

To create a new tool, call the tool list and search for a free location. 

Figure 6-5 Tool list - free location

Select the "New tool" softkey.

Select the desired tool type from the tool catalog displayed. This tool type is inserted in the tool 
list and you can enter the data of the tool.

Note

Milling cutter 8 (CUTTER_8) must immerse, as it is used for milling a pocket.
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6.3 Tools in the magazine
In the following you will learn how to insert the tools into the magazine.

In the tool list, select a tool without a location number.

Figure 6-6 Select the tool in the magazine

Press the "Load" key. The following dialog offers the first free magazine location for you to change 
or accept directly. 

Figure 6-7 Enter and/or accept a magazine location

After acceptance, the tool list may look like this.
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Figure 6-8 Tool list following acceptance    
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6.4 Gauging tools
In the following you will learn how to calculate tools.

Procedure
Insert a tool from the tool list into the spindle using the "T,S,M" softkey.

Then switch to the "Gauge tool" menu.

Enter the probed or turned diameter.

Figure 6-9 Tool measurement - input of the X value
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The current position of the tool is calculated taking into account the workpiece diameter. 

Figure 6-10 Tool measurement - set length X

Repeat for Z.

Figure 6-11 Tool measurement - set length Z
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6.5 Setting the workpiece zero
In the following you will learn how to set the workpiece zero.

Procedure
To set the workpiece zero, switch to the Machine - Manual mode in the main menu. 

Move the workpiece zero if this does not lie on the end face of the workpiece.

Figure 6-12 Enter the work offset

Confirm your input.

Figure 6-13 Work offset set
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Example 1: Taper shaft 7
7.1 Overview

Learning objectives
This section will explain the first steps to create a workpiece in detail. You will learn how to...

• create and manage programs;

• call tools;

• enter traversing paths;

• create any contours with the contour calculator;

• rough and finish contours;

• create a thread undercut,

• thread and

• grooves.

Task

Figure 7-1 Workshop drawing - Example 1:
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Figure 7-2 Workpiece - Example 1:

Note

ShopTurn always saves the last setting selected with the toggle field. Therefore, make sure that 
all units, texts and symbols are specified as in the dialog boxes shown here in all toggle fields. 

Whenever it is possible to switch, this is indicated in the help text by the  icon (see screenshot 
below). 

Figure 7-3 Toggle field with help text

Example 1: Taper shaft
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7.2 Program management / creating programs

Operating sequences
After power-up of the control system, you are in the main menu.   

Figure 7-4 Main screen

Open the basic menu. You can call the various areas of ShopTurn from the main menu.

Figure 7-5 Main menu

Example 1: Taper shaft
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Select the Program Manager softkey. The Program Manager is opened.

In the Program Manager, you can manage process plans and contours (e.g. "New", "Open", 
"Copy", ...).     

Use the cursor key or right-click to select the "Workpieces" directory.

Figure 7-6 Program Manager

Open the "Workpieces" directory.

Enter the name 'EXAMPLE1' for the workpiece.

Figure 7-7 Creating a workpiece

Confirm your input. The following dialog box is opened:

Figure 7-8 Creating a step sequence program

Select the input format using the ShopTurn and ProgramGUIDE G code softkeys.

The program type can be specified via the ShopTurn softkey.

Specify the name of the process plan, in this case 'TAPER_SHAFT'.

Example 1: Taper shaft
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Confirm your input.

After confirming, the following interactive screenform is displayed to enter the workpiece data.

Figure 7-9 Program header - Help display

Enter the workpiece data and general program specifications in the program header.   

Enter the following values:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
Unit of measurement mm X  
Work offset  X  
Blank Cylinder X Select the blank shape 

(here cylinder) using the 
toggle button.    

XA 80   
ZA 1   
ZI -100 abs X  
ZB -92 abs X The value ZB indicates the 

distance from the chuck.
Retraction normal X See below Retraction
XRA 5 inc X The dimensions of the re‐

traction planes (absolute 
or incremental) and the 
tool change point are en‐
tered here.

ZRA 5 inc X
Tool change point   WCS X
XT 120  
ZT 200  
Safety clearance SC 1    
Speed limits S1 3500   
Machining direction Synchronous X  

Example 1: Taper shaft
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Accept the entered values. After confirming, the program header is displayed.

Figure 7-10 Program header, example 1 - Work step editor

Now the program has been created as the basis for further machining steps. It has a name (in the 
blue bar), a program header (pictogram "P") and a program end (pictogram "END"). The 
individual machining steps and contours are stored in the program one beneath the other. The 
later machining is performed from top to bottom.

You may call the program header again at any time to make changes or check the values.  

Retraction
It is possible to switch the retraction plane between normal, extended and all. Depending on the 
retraction setting, the associated fields are enabled for the input of the distances.       

normal extended all
(for simple cylinders) (for complex workpieces with 

internal machining)
(for complex workpieces with 
internal machining and/or re‐
lief cuts)

Softkeys

Use this softkey to switch to the online graphic of the workpiece (see screenform below).

Example 1: Taper shaft
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Figure 7-11 Program header - graphical view

 

Use this softkey to switch back to the help display.
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7.3 Calling a tool

Operating sequences
To call the required tool, proceed as follows:

Use this key to extend the horizontal softkey menu.

Select the Straight line Circle softkey.

Select the Tool softkey.

Open the tool list. Use the cursor key to select the ROUGHING_T80 A tool.

Figure 7-12 Tool list

Accept the tool into your program. After accepting the tool, enter the following values in the 
interactive screenform (if necessary, change the unit using the toggle key):

Field Value Toggle field Notes
Spindle V1 X Select main spindle V1.
Cutting rate 240 m/min X  
Plane selection Turning X  

Example 1: Taper shaft
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Figure 7-13 Tool - input

Accept the entered value.
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7.4 Specifying the distance to be traversed

Operating sequences
Now enter the distances to be traversed:

Select the Straight line softkey.

Select the "Rapid traverse" softkey. 

Enter the following starting point for roughing in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
X 82 abs X  
Z 0.3 abs X  

Enter the starting point for the traversing path 

Accept the entered values. 

Select the Straight line softkey.

Enter the following values in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
X -1.6 abs X The tool has a 0.8 radius, 

so it must be traversed to 
diameter X -1.6.

F 0.3 mm/rev X  

Example 1: Taper shaft
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Figure 7-14 Specify the traversing path

Accept the entered values. 

Select the Straight line softkey.

Select the "Rapid traverse" softkey. Move the tool away from the end face in rapid traverse.

Enter the following values in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
Z 1 abs X  

Example 1: Taper shaft
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Figure 7-15 Enter the traversing path - moving away from the end face

Accept the entered values. 

Select the Straight line softkey.

Select the "Rapid traverse" softkey. 

Enter the following values in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
X 82 abs X This entry returns the tool 

to the starting point.

Example 1: Taper shaft
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Figure 7-16 Enter the traversing path - returning to the starting point

Accept the entered values. 

Select the Straight line softkey.

Create the four further traversing paths according to the following list of work steps. 

Figure 7-17 Enter the traversing path - four further traversing paths

Start the simulation.   
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Figure 7-18 Simulation – side view

You may end simulation by selecting either the Simulation softkey again or any other softkey. 
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7.5 Creating contours with the contour calculator and machining 
sequence

Contour calculator
The integrated ShopTurn contour calculator allows you to enter even the most complicated 
contours easily. 

With the graphical contour calculator, 
you can enter the contours faster and 
more easily than with conventional pro‐
gramming - and even without any math‐
ematical knowledge.

Operating sequences
Proceed as follows to enter the contour:

Select the Contour turning softkey.

Select the New contour softkey. Enter the name 'TAPER_SHAFT_CONTOUR' for the contour. 

Each contour is assigned its own name. This provides for better legibility of the programs.

Figure 7-19 Creating the 'TAPER_SHAFT_CONTOUR' contour

Confirm your input. 

Example 1: Taper shaft
7.5 Creating contours with the contour calculator and machining sequence
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You can accept the starting point for the contour line without making any changes (see 
illustration below).

Note

The contour line is in one sense the roughing limit and in another the finishing path.

Figure 7-20 Specifying the starting point

Note

If you deselect the Graphic view softkey, detailed help displays are shown.

Confirm your input.

Enter the following values for the vertical straight line in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
X 30 abs X  
Transition to next element Chamfer X Attach the chamfer (FS) di‐

rectly to the straight line 
as a transition element.

FS 1.5  

Example 1: Taper shaft
7.5 Creating contours with the contour calculator and machining sequence
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Figure 7-21 Specifying the vertical straight line contour

Accept the entered values.

Enter the following values for the horizontal straight line in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
Z -17 abs X A straight line appears up 

to Z-17.

The thread undercut is in‐
serted later as an individu‐
al element.

Transition to next element Chamfer X
FS 0  

Example 1: Taper shaft
7.5 Creating contours with the contour calculator and machining sequence
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Figure 7-22 Specifying the horizontal straight line contour 

Accept the entered values.

Enter the following value for the vertical straight line in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
X 40 abs X Draw the vertical straight 

line up to the dimensioned 
intersection including the 
rounding to the next ele‐
ment.

Transition to next element Radius X
R 2.5  

Example 1: Taper shaft
7.5 Creating contours with the contour calculator and machining sequence
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Figure 7-23 Specifying the vertical straight line contour

Accept the entered values.

In the interactive screenform, enter the following values for the end point of the inclined straight 
line:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
X 50 abs X
Z -30 abs X
Transition to next element Chamfer X
FS 0  

Example 1: Taper shaft
7.5 Creating contours with the contour calculator and machining sequence
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Figure 7-24 Specifying the contour end point of the inclined straight line

Accept the entered values.

Enter the following values for the horizontal straight line in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
Z -44 abs X
Transition to next element Radius X
R 2.5  

Figure 7-25 Specifying the horizontal straight line contour

Example 1: Taper shaft
7.5 Creating contours with the contour calculator and machining sequence
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Accept the entered values.

Enter the following values for the vertical straight line in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
X 60 abs X The paths (= main ele‐

ments) do not meet tan‐
gentially.

Rounding

3 main elements

Figure 7-26 Specifying the vertical straight line contour

Accept the entered values.

Example 1: Taper shaft
7.5 Creating contours with the contour calculator and machining sequence
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Enter the following values for the horizontal straight line in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
Z -70 abs X The grooves are entered 

later as individual ele‐
ments in exactly the same 
way as the thread under‐
cut.

Transition to next element Radius X
R 1  

Figure 7-27 Specifying the horizontal straight line contour

Accept the entered values.

Enter the following value for the vertical straight line in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
X 66 abs X
Transition to next element Radius X
R 1  

Example 1: Taper shaft
7.5 Creating contours with the contour calculator and machining sequence
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Figure 7-28 Specifying the vertical straight line contour

Accept the entered values.

Enter the following values for the horizontal straight line in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
Z -75 abs X
Transition to next element Radius X
R 1  

Example 1: Taper shaft
7.5 Creating contours with the contour calculator and machining sequence
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Figure 7-29 Specifying the horizontal straight line contour

Accept the entered values.

Enter the following value for the vertical straight line in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
X 80 abs X End point X80 with a 

2x45° chamferTransition to next element Chamfer X
FS 2  

Example 1: Taper shaft
7.5 Creating contours with the contour calculator and machining sequence
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Figure 7-30 Specifying the vertical straight line contour

Accept the entered values.

Enter the following values for the horizontal straight line in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
Z -90 abs X

The contour end point lies 
at X80 and Z-90 (2mm in 
front of the chuck).

Transition to next element Chamfer X
FS 0  

Example 1: Taper shaft
7.5 Creating contours with the contour calculator and machining sequence
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Figure 7-31 Specifying the contour end point

Accept the entered values.

Figure 7-32 Full contour

Accept the contour into your process plan.

Example 1: Taper shaft
7.5 Creating contours with the contour calculator and machining sequence
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Figure 7-33 Contour in the process plan

To be able to machine the created contour, you must now create the following work steps. To this 
end, proceed as follows:

Select the Stock removal softkey.

Open the tool list and select ROUGHING_T80 A.

Accept the tool into your program.

Enter the following values for roughing in the interactive screenform: 

Field Value Toggle field Notes
F 0.3   
V 240 m/min X  
Machining longitudinal

external
roughing

X
X
X

 

D 2.5   
UX 0.5   
UZ 0.2   
DI 0.0   
BL Cylinder X  
XD 0.0 inc X  
ZD 0.0 inc X  
Relief cuts No X  
Set machining area limits No X  

Example 1: Taper shaft
7.5 Creating contours with the contour calculator and machining sequence
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Figure 7-34 Roughing the contour

Accept the entered values.

Select the Stock removal softkey.

Open the tool list and select FINISHING_T35 A.

Accept the tool into your program.

Enter the following values for finishing in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
F 0.15   
V 200 m/min X  
Machining Finishing X  

Example 1: Taper shaft
7.5 Creating contours with the contour calculator and machining sequence
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Figure 7-35 Finishing the contour

Accept the entered values.

The two machining steps are linked in the work step editor.

Figure 7-36 Linking of the work steps in the process plan

Select the Simulation softkey.

Select the Side view softkey.

The following simulation shows the manufacturing sequence for you to check before 
manufacturing the workpiece.  

Example 1: Taper shaft
7.5 Creating contours with the contour calculator and machining sequence
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Figure 7-37 Simulation – side view

Example 1: Taper shaft
7.5 Creating contours with the contour calculator and machining sequence
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7.6 Thread undercut

Operating sequences
Proceed as follows to create a thread undercut:   

Figure 7-38 Thread undercut

Select the Turning softkey.

Select the Undercut softkey.

Select the Undercut thread softkey. 

Open the tool list and select the finishing tool FINISHING_T35 A .

Accept the tool into your program.

Enter the following values in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
F 0.15   
V 200 m/min X  
Machining Roughing/

finishing
Longitudinal

X
X

 

Position  X (see illustration above)
X0 30   
Z0 -17   
X1 1.15 inc X  
Z1 4.5 inc X  
R1 0.8   
R2 0.8   
α 30   
VX 1 inc X  

Example 1: Taper shaft
7.6 Thread undercut
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Field Value Toggle field Notes
D 0.8   
U 0.1 X (field)  

Figure 7-39 Thread undercut 

Switch between the graphic view and the help display as required.

Example 1: Taper shaft
7.6 Thread undercut
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Figure 7-40 Thread undercut - graphic view

Accept the entered values.

Example 1: Taper shaft
7.6 Thread undercut
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Select the Simulation softkey. Check the thread undercut via the detailed view in the 3D view, 
for example.

Select the 3D view softkey.

Select the Details softkey. You can manipulate the display using the Zoom +, Zoom -, Magnifying 
glass, etc. softkeys.   

Figure 7-41 Detailed view of the simulation in the 3D display

Example 1: Taper shaft
7.6 Thread undercut
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7.7 Thread

Operating sequences
Proceed as follows to create a thread:  

Figure 7-42 Thread

Select the Thread softkey. 

Open the tool list and select THREADING_1.5.

Accept the tool into your program.

Enter the following values for the thread in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
P 1.5 mm/rev X  
G 0   
S 800 rpm X  
Machining Roughing/finish‐

ing
Linear
External thread

X
X
X

 

X0 30 X The following inputs de‐
fine the thread geometri‐

cally.
Z0 0  
Z1 -16 abs X
LW 2  
LR 1  
H1 0.92  
αP 29 X
ND 8  
U 0.1   
NN 0   
VR 2   

Example 1: Taper shaft
7.7 Thread
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Field Value Toggle field Notes
Multiple threads No X  
α0 0   

Figure 7-43 Thread - graphic view

Switch to the help display when necessary.

Figure 7-44 Thread - help display

Accept the entered values.

Start the simulation.

Example 1: Taper shaft
7.7 Thread
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Figure 7-45 Thread simulation

Example 1: Taper shaft
7.7 Thread
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7.8 Grooves

Operating sequences
Proceed as follows to create the two grooves:   

Figure 7-46 Grooves

Select the Groove softkey. 

Select the Groove 2 softkey. 

Open the tool list and select the PLUNGE_CUTTER_3 A plunge cutter.

Accept the tool into your program.

Enter the following values for the grooves in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
F 0.1   
V 150 m/min X  
Machining Roughing/finish‐

ing
  

Position   (see illustration above)
X0 60  The following inputs de‐

fine the grooves geometri‐
cally.

Z0 -65  
B1 6 X (field)
T1 3 inc X
α1 0  
α2 0  
FS1 0.5 X (field)
R2 1 X (field)
R3 1 X (field)
FS4 0.5 X (field)
D 3  
U 0.1 X (field)  
N 2   
DP 10   

Example 1: Taper shaft
7.8 Grooves
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Figure 7-47 Grooves - graphic view

Switch to the help display when necessary.

Figure 7-48 Grooves - help display

Accept the entered values.

Example 1: Taper shaft
7.8 Grooves
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Figure 7-49 Process plan with grooves

Start the simulation in the side view or in the 2-window view, for example.

Select the Side view softkey. 

Figure 7-50 Simulation – side view

Select the Further views softkey. 

Select the 2-window softkey.   

Example 1: Taper shaft
7.8 Grooves
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Figure 7-51 Simulation – 2-window view

Example 1: Taper shaft
7.8 Grooves
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Example 1: Taper shaft
7.8 Grooves
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Example 2: Input shaft 8
8.1 Overview

Learning objectives
In this section you will learn the following new functions. You will learn how to...

• perform face turning;

• work with the contour calculator (advanced application);

• machine residual material.

Task

Figure 8-1 Workshop drawing - Example 2:

Figure 8-2 Workpiece - Example 2:
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Preparation
Perform the following steps without help:  

1. Create a new workpiece with the name 'EXAMPLE2'.

2. Create a new step sequence program with the name 'DRIVE_SHAFT' .

3. Specify the blank dimensions (for the procedure, see example 1).

Figure 8-3 Creating a program header

Following creation of the program header, the process plan looks like this.

Figure 8-4 Work step program

Example 2: Input shaft
8.1 Overview
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8.2 Face turning

Operating sequences
Proceed as follows to face turn the workpiece:

Select the Turning softkey.

Select the Stock removal softkey.

Since face turning should be completed in one cut, switch to finishing during machining. Select 
the ROUGHING_T80 A  tool and enter the following values.

Figure 8-5 Face turning the workpiece

Example 2: Input shaft
8.2 Face turning
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8.3 Creating the contour, stock removal and residual stock removal

Operating sequences
Proceed as follows to enter the contour:

Select the Contour turning softkey.

Select the New contour softkey. Enter the name 'DRIVE_SHAFT_CONTOUR' for the contour. 

Figure 8-6 Creating the contour

Confirm your input. 

You can accept starting point X0/Z0 directly (see illustration below).

Example 2: Input shaft
8.3 Creating the contour, stock removal and residual stock removal
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Figure 8-7 Accepting the starting point

Confirm your input.

Enter the following values for the vertical straight line in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
X 16 abs X
Transition to next element Radius X
R 2  

Figure 8-8 Specifying the vertical straight line contour

Example 2: Input shaft
8.3 Creating the contour, stock removal and residual stock removal
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Accept the entered values.

Enter the following values for the horizontal straight line in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
Z -16 abs X
Transition to next element Chamfer X
FS 0  

Figure 8-9 Specifying the horizontal straight line contour

Accept the entered values.

Enter the following value for the vertical straight line in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
X 24 abs X
Transition to next element Chamfer X
FS 2  

Example 2: Input shaft
8.3 Creating the contour, stock removal and residual stock removal
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Figure 8-10 Specifying the vertical straight line contour

Accept the entered values.

Enter the following values for the horizontal straight line in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
Z -38 abs X
Transition to next element Chamfer X
FS 0  

Figure 8-11 Specifying the horizontal straight line contour

Example 2: Input shaft
8.3 Creating the contour, stock removal and residual stock removal
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Accept the entered values.

Enter the following values for the sloping straight line in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
X 20 abs X

The entered angle refers 
to the preceding element.

α2 45  
Transition to next element Chamfer X
FS 0  

Figure 8-12 Specifying the sloping straight line contour

Accept the entered values.

Enter the following values for the horizontal straight line in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
Z -53 abs X
Transition to next element Radius X
R 1  

Example 2: Input shaft
8.3 Creating the contour, stock removal and residual stock removal
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Figure 8-13 Specifying the horizontal straight line contour

Accept the entered values.

Enter the following values for the vertical straight line in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
X 36 abs X

Round the transition to 
the next element with 
R0.4.

Transition to next element Radius X
R 0.4  

Example 2: Input shaft
8.3 Creating the contour, stock removal and residual stock removal
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Figure 8-14 Specifying the vertical straight line contour

Accept the entered values.

Enter the following values for the next section in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
X  X

Nothing more is known of 
the path than the angle to 
the Z axis, 165.167°. In 
such cases, simply contin‐
ue the construction with 
the next element.

Z  X
α1 165.167°  
Transition to next element Radius X
R 0.4  

Example 2: Input shaft
8.3 Creating the contour, stock removal and residual stock removal
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Figure 8-15 Specifying the inclined straight line contour

Accept the entered values.

Enter the following values for the next section in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
Direction of rotation Right X

The missing points of the 
previous contour element 
are calculated using the 
known dimensions of the 
arc.
Since there are several pos‐
sibilities, it is important 
that the correct selection 
is made.

R 13  
X   
Z   
I 60 abs X
K -78 abs X
Transition to next element Chamfer X
R 0  

Example 2: Input shaft
8.3 Creating the contour, stock removal and residual stock removal
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Figure 8-16 Specifying the arc contour

Select the recommended solution in accordance with the below illustration.

Figure 8-17 Confirming the contour selection

Select the desired construction, then accept.

Since the end point of the arc is not known, simply continue with the construction. You could 
also use the All parameters softkey to enter the exit angle here.

Example 2: Input shaft
8.3 Creating the contour, stock removal and residual stock removal
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Figure 8-18 Accepting the arc contour 

Accept the contour section.

A tangential path follows.

Select the Tangent to prec.elem. softkey.

Field Value Toggle field Notes
X 80 abs X
Transition to next element Radius X
R 0.4  

Example 2: Input shaft
8.3 Creating the contour, stock removal and residual stock removal
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Figure 8-19 Specifying the vertical straight line contour

Accept the entered values.

Enter the following values for the horizontal straight line in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
Z -100 abs X

The end point of the con‐
tour is at Z-100.

Transition to next element Chamfer X
FS 0  

Example 2: Input shaft
8.3 Creating the contour, stock removal and residual stock removal
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Figure 8-20 Specifying the horizontal straight line contour

Accept the entered values.

Accept the contour into your process plan.

Figure 8-21 Accepting the contour 

Example 2: Input shaft
8.3 Creating the contour, stock removal and residual stock removal
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Stock removal, residual stock removal and finishing
To be able to machine the created contour, you must now create the following work steps. To this 
end, proceed as follows:

Select the Stock removal softkey.

Open the tool list and select the ROUGHING_T80 A tool.

Accept the tool into your program.

Enter the following values for roughing in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
F 0.3   
S 240 rpm X  
Machining contour-parallel

external
roughing

X
X
X

The machining of the con‐
tour, for example, is per‐
formed parallel to the con‐
tour here.

D 2.0 X (field)  
UX 0.2 X (field)  
UZ 0.2   
DI 0.0   
BL Cylinder X  
XD 0.0 inc X  
ZD 0.0 inc X  
Relief cuts No X  
Set machining area limits No X  

Example 2: Input shaft
8.3 Creating the contour, stock removal and residual stock removal
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Figure 8-22 Roughing the contour

Accept the entered values.

Select the Simulation softkey.

Select the Side view softkey.

Figure 8-23 Roughing the contour - side view simulation

Select the Contour turning softkey.

Example 2: Input shaft
8.3 Creating the contour, stock removal and residual stock removal
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Select the Residual stock removal softkey.

Open the tool list and select the FINISHING_T35 A tool.

Accept the tool into your program.

Enter the following values for residual stock removal in the interactive screenform:     

Field Value Toggle field Notes
F 0.12   
V 240 m/min X  
Machining longitudinal

external
roughing

X
X
X

 

D 2.0   
UX 0.2 X (field)  
UZ 0.2   
DI 0.0   
Relief cuts Yes X To be able to cut all resid‐

ual material, you must 
switch the input field 
to Yes .   

FR 0.2   
Set machining area limits No X  

Figure 8-24 Cutting contour residual material

Example 2: Input shaft
8.3 Creating the contour, stock removal and residual stock removal
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Accept the entered values.

Select the Simulation softkey.

Extend the menu.

Activate the display of traversing paths.   

Figure 8-25 Cutting residual material - side view simulation

Select the Contour turning softkey.

Select the Stock removal softkey.

Open the tool list and select the FINISHING_T35 A tool.

Accept the tool into your program.

Enter the following values for finishing in the interactive screenform: 

Field Value Toggle field Notes
F 0.12   
S 280 rpm X  
Machining longitudinal

external
finishing

X
X
X

 

Allowance No X  

Example 2: Input shaft
8.3 Creating the contour, stock removal and residual stock removal
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Field Value Toggle field Notes
Relief cuts Yes X  
Set machining area limits No X  

Figure 8-26 Finishing the contour

Accept the entered values. After acceptance, the process plan looks like this.

Figure 8-27 Process plan

Start the simulation.

Select the Details softkey. Here you can expand or minimize the view.

Example 2: Input shaft
8.3 Creating the contour, stock removal and residual stock removal
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The Zoom + softkey expands the view.

Figure 8-28 3D view simulation - details

Example 2: Input shaft
8.3 Creating the contour, stock removal and residual stock removal
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8.4 Thread

Operating sequences
Proceed as follows to create a thread. 

Select the Thread softkey. 

Open the tool list and select THREADING_T1.5.

Accept the tool into your program.

Enter the following values for the thread in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Selection via toggle key Notes
P 1.5 mm/rev X  
G 0   
S 800 rpm X  
Machining Roughing + fin‐

ishing
Linear
External thread

X
X
X

 

X0 24   
Z0 -16   
Z1 -40 abs X  
LW 2 X (field)  
LR 1   
H1 0.92   
αP 29

Infeed with al‐
ternating flanks

X (field)
X

 

ND 8 X (field)  
U 0.1   
NN 0   
VR 2   
Multiple threads No X  
α0 0   

Example 2: Input shaft
8.4 Thread
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Figure 8-29 Producing a thread

Accept the entered values.

Figure 8-30 3D view simulation - details

Example 2: Input shaft
8.4 Thread
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Example 2: Input shaft
8.4 Thread
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Example 3: Guide shaft 9
9.1 Overview

Learning objectives
In this section you will learn the following new functions. You will learn how to...

• create any blank;

• perform stock removal of the difference material between the blank and the machined part;

• drill on the front face;

• mill on the front face;

Task

Figure 9-1 Workshop drawing - Example 3:
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Preparation
Perform the following steps without help: 

1. Create a new workpiece with the name 'EXAMPLE3'.

2. Create a new step sequence program with the name 'GUIDE_SHAFT'.

3. Fill in the program header (see illustration below).

Note

Although you can do this for any blank, select the Cylinder blank here. ShopTurn ignores this 
input and selects an arbitrary blank.

Figure 9-2 Creating a program header

Example 3: Guide shaft
9.1 Overview
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9.2 Face turning

Operating sequences
Proceed as follows to create a new program and face turn the blank to Z0:

Select the Turning softkey.

Select the Stock removal softkey.

Select the ROUGHING_T80 A  tool.

Enter the following values in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
F 0.25   
V 240 m/min X  
Machining Finishing X  
Position (see illustration 

below)
X  

Machining direction Chart X  
X0 60  Since the blank has a di‐

ameter of 60mm, you 
must also set dimension 
X0 to 60 in this work step.

Z0 2   
X1 -1.6 abs X  
Z1 0.0 abs X  
D 1.5   
UX 0.0   
UZ 0.2   

Example 3: Guide shaft
9.2 Face turning
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Figure 9-3 Face turning the workpiece

Accept the entered values.

Start the simulation to check the work step.

You can activate the display of traversing paths via the extended menu.

Figure 9-4 Face turning simulation

Example 3: Guide shaft
9.2 Face turning
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9.3 Creating any blank contour

Operating sequences
Enter the following blank contour without help:

Select the New contour softkey. Enter the name 'GUIDE_SHAFT_BLANK' for the contour. 

Figure 9-5 Creating the contour

In the contour calculator, create the blank contour with the starting point at X0/Z0 (see 
illustration below).

Example 3: Guide shaft
9.3 Creating any blank contour
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Figure 9-6 Any blank contour

Note

The contour must be closed.

Example 3: Guide shaft
9.3 Creating any blank contour
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9.4 Creating the machined part contour and stock removal

Operating sequences
Proceed as follows to enter the machined part contour:

Select the Contour turning softkey.

Select the New contour softkey. Enter the name 'GUIDE_SHAFT_CONTOUR' for the contour. 

Figure 9-7 Creating the contour

Confirm your input. 

Since the blank was assigned to Z0 in the first work step, you can accept the starting point X0/Z0 
directly (see illustration below).

Example 3: Guide shaft
9.4 Creating the machined part contour and stock removal
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Figure 9-8 Specifying the contour starting point

Confirm your input.

Enter the following values for the vertical straight line in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
X 48 abs X
Transition to next element Chamfer X
R 3  

Example 3: Guide shaft
9.4 Creating the machined part contour and stock removal
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Figure 9-9 Specifying the vertical straight line contour

Accept the entered values.

Enter the following values for the horizontal straight line in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
Z   

The end point of the hori‐
zontal straight line is un‐
known. Enter only the 
transition to the next ele‐
ment with R4. The end 
point of the straight line is 
calculated automatically 
from the subsequent con‐
tour constructions.

Transition to next element Radius X
R 4  

Example 3: Guide shaft
9.4 Creating the machined part contour and stock removal
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Figure 9-10 Specifying the horizontal straight line contour

Accept the entered values.

Enter the following values for the next section in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
Direction of rotation Right X

If several solutions are pos‐
sible when entering the 
contour data (e.g. in the 
case of circular arcs here), 
you can select these via 
the Selection dialog soft‐
key.   

R 23  
X 60 abs X
Z   
I 80 abs X

Example 3: Guide shaft
9.4 Creating the machined part contour and stock removal
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Figure 9-11 Specifying the arc contour

Select the recommended solution in accordance with the below illustration.

Figure 9-12 Selecting an arc contour

Select the desired construction, then accept.   

Select the recommended solution in accordance with the below illustration.

Example 3: Guide shaft
9.4 Creating the machined part contour and stock removal
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Figure 9-13 Selecting an arc contour 

Select the desired construction, then accept.

Figure 9-14 Accepting the selected arc contour

Example 3: Guide shaft
9.4 Creating the machined part contour and stock removal
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To complete the arc, proceed as follows:

1. Enter center point K-35 (absolute dimension).

Figure 9-15 Specifying the arc contour center point

2. Enter the transition to the next element with R4.

Figure 9-16 Specifying the arc contour radius

You can use the existing contour data and the calculated selection options to construct the arc 
and the straight line (with unknown end point).

Accept the contour section.

Example 3: Guide shaft
9.4 Creating the machined part contour and stock removal
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Enter the following values for the horizontal straight line in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
Z -75 abs X
Transition to next element Radius X
R 6  

Figure 9-17 Specifying the horizontal straight line contour 

Accept the entered values.

Enter the following values for the inclined straight line in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
X 90 abs X
Z -80 abs X
Transition to next element Radius X
R 4  

Example 3: Guide shaft
9.4 Creating the machined part contour and stock removal
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Figure 9-18 Specifying the inclined straight line contour

Accept the entered values.

Enter the following values for the horizontal straight line in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
Z -90 abs X

To prevent damage to the 
chuck, end the construc‐
tion at Z-90.

Transition to next element Chamfer X
FS 0  

Example 3: Guide shaft
9.4 Creating the machined part contour and stock removal
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Figure 9-19 Specifying the horizontal straight line contour

Accept the entered values.

Accept the contour into your process plan.

Figure 9-20 Accepting the contour

Stock removal 
In the following work step you will perform contour stock removal. 

To this end, proceed as follows:

Example 3: Guide shaft
9.4 Creating the machined part contour and stock removal
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Select the Stock removal softkey.

Open the tool list and select the ROUGHING_T80 A tool.

Accept the tool into your program.

Enter the following values for roughing in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
F 0.3   
V 260 m/min X  
Machining longitudinal

external
roughing

X
X
X

 

D 2.5   
UX 0.2   
UZ 0.2   
DI 0.0   
BL Contour X The blank description 

must be switched to con‐
tour here. 

Relief cuts No X To ensure that the recess 
of radius 23 is not ma‐
chined, you must switch 
to No.

Set machining area limits No X  

Figure 9-21 Contour stock removal

Example 3: Guide shaft
9.4 Creating the machined part contour and stock removal
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Accept the entered values. Both contours and the work step are linked together following 
acceptance.

Select the Simulation softkey.

Figure 9-22 Contour stock removal simulation (with display of the traversing paths).

The traversing paths in the simulation clearly indicate how the previously constructed blank is 
taken into consideration.

Example 3: Guide shaft
9.4 Creating the machined part contour and stock removal
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9.5 Residual stock removal

Operating sequences
Proceed as follows to cut the residual material:

The following illustration shows the process plan up to roughing machining:

Figure 9-23 Process plan including roughing machining

Select the Contour turning softkey.

Select the Residual stock removal softkey.

Open the tool list and select the BUTTON_TOOL_8 tool.

Example 3: Guide shaft
9.5 Residual stock removal
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Accept the tool into your program.

Enter the following values for residual stock removal in the interactive screenform: 

Field Value Toggle field Notes
F 0.25   
V 240 m/min X  
Machining longitudinal

external
roughing

X
X
X

 

D 2.0   
UX 0.2   
UZ 0.2   
DI 0.0   
Relief cuts Yes X Machining with relief cuts 

must be switched to Yes 
here.

FR 0.2   
Set machining area limits No X  

Figure 9-24 Cutting contour residual material

Accept the entered values. After acceptance, the list of work steps looks like this: 

Example 3: Guide shaft
9.5 Residual stock removal
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Figure 9-25 Process plan with residual stock removal

Start the simulation.

Figure 9-26 Residual stock removal simulation

After roughing the contour, it must then be finished.

Select the Contour turning softkey.

Select the Stock removal softkey.

Example 3: Guide shaft
9.5 Residual stock removal
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Open the tool list and select the FINISHING_T35 A tool.

Accept the tool into your program.

Enter the following values for finishing in the interactive screenform: 

Field Value Toggle field Notes
F 0.12   
S 280 m/min X  
Machining longitudinal

external
finishing

X
X
X

 

Allowance No X  
Relief cuts Yes X  
Set machining area limits No X  

Figure 9-27 Finishing the contour

Accept the entered values.

Start the simulation.

Example 3: Guide shaft
9.5 Residual stock removal
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Figure 9-28 Finishing simulation - 3D view

Example 3: Guide shaft
9.5 Residual stock removal
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9.6 Groove

Operating sequences
Proceed as follows to create a groove:

After residual stock removal, the list of work steps looks like this:

Figure 9-29 Process plan following stock removal

Select the Turning softkey.

Select the Groove softkey. 

Select the second groove shape (groove 2).

Example 3: Guide shaft
9.6 Groove
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Open the tool list and select PLUNGE_CUTTER_3 A.

Accept the tool into your program.

Enter the following values for the groove in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
F 0.1 mm/rev   
V 150 m/min X  
Machining Roughing + fin‐

ishing
X  

Position See Figure be‐
low

X  

X0 60  Here, you enter the posi‐
tion and allowance of the 
groove.

Z0 -67  
B1 4.2 X (field)
T1 4 inc X
α1 15  Here, you enter the flank 

angle and rounding at the 
corners. 

α2 15  
FS1 1 X (field)
R2 1 X (field)
R3 1 X (field)
FS4 1 X (field)
D 4   
U 0.2 X (field)  
N 1   

Figure 9-30 Creating a groove

Example 3: Guide shaft
9.6 Groove
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Accept the entered values. After acceptance, the list of work steps looks like this:

Figure 9-31 Process plan including groove

Start the simulation. You can check subareas of the workpiece using the Magnifying glass 
softkey. 

Figure 9-32 Simulation - 3D view (magnifying glass)

Example 3: Guide shaft
9.6 Groove
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9.7 Thread

Operating sequences
Proceed as follows to create a thread.

Select the Turning softkey. 

Select the Thread softkey. 

Open the tool list and select THREADING_T1.5.

Accept the tool into your program.

Enter the following values for the thread in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
P 1.5 mm/rev X  
G 0   
S 800 rpm X  
Machining Roughing 

Diminishing
External thread

X
X
X

The thread is created with 
the diminishing setting. 
This setting causes the cut‐
ting division to be reduced 
for each cut, and so en‐
sures that the cutting 
cross-section remains con‐
stant.  

X0 48   
Z0 -3   
Z1 -23 abs X  
LW 4 X (field)  
LR 2   
H1 0.92   

Example 3: Guide shaft
9.7 Thread
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Field Value Toggle field Notes
αP 29

Infeed with al‐
ternating flanks

X (field)
X

 

ND 8 X (field)  
U 0.1   
VR 2   
Multiple threads No X  
α0 0   

Figure 9-33 Producing a thread

Switch to the help display when necessary.

Example 3: Guide shaft
9.7 Thread
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Figure 9-34 Help display - thread exit

Accept the entered values.

Start the simulation. You can check subareas of the workpiece using the Details softkey.

Figure 9-35 3D view simulation - details

Example 3: Guide shaft
9.7 Thread
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9.8 Drilling

Operating sequences
Proceed as follows to create drill holes on the front face (C axis or complete machining 
sequence).    

After the thread has been created, the list of work steps looks like this:

Figure 9-36 Process plan following thread creation

Select the Drilling softkey. 

Select the Drilling Reaming softkey. The workpiece is drilled directly, i.e. without centering.

Select the Drilling softkey. 

Example 3: Guide shaft
9.8 Drilling
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Open the tool list and select DRILL_5.

Accept the tool into your program.

Enter the following values for the drill hole in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
F 0.06 mm/rev X  
V 140 m/min X  
 Face 

Shank
X
X

 
The depth reference is 
switched to Shank.

Z1 10 inc X The hole depth can be en‐
tered as 10mm incremen‐
tal or -10mm absolute.

DT 0 s X  

Figure 9-37 Drilling

Accept the entered values. After acceptance, the list of work steps looks like this:

Example 3: Guide shaft
9.8 Drilling
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Figure 9-38 Process plan following drilling

During the drilling work step, an open connector appears in the list of work steps. This is 
automatically linked to the drilling positions in the next step.

Select the Positions softkey. 

For the purposes of the exercise, the four drill holes are entered as single positions. A simpler 
solution here would be to use the position circle.

Figure 9-39 Entering the positions

Accept the entered values. After acceptance, the list of work steps looks like this:

Example 3: Guide shaft
9.8 Drilling
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Figure 9-40 Process plan following input of the position pattern

The drill holes are now linked to the drilling positions.  

Start the simulation. 

Figure 9-41 Simulation - 3D view

Example 3: Guide shaft
9.8 Drilling
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Figure 9-42 Simulation - front view

Example 3: Guide shaft
9.8 Drilling
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9.9 Milling the rectangular pocket

Operating sequences
Proceed as follows to create a rectangular pocket on the front face (C axis or complete machining 
sequence).

Select the Milling softkey. 

Select the Pocket softkey. 

Select the Rectangular pocket softkey. 

Open the tool list and select CUTTER_8.

Accept the tool into your program.

Enter the following values for the rectangular pocket in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
F 0.03 mm/tooth X  
V 220 m/min X  
 Face X  
Machining Roughing

Single positions
X
X

 

X0 0 X (field)  
Y0 0 X (field)  
Z0 0   
W 23   
L 23   
R 4   
α0 0   

Example 3: Guide shaft
9.9 Milling the rectangular pocket
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Field Value Toggle field Notes
Z1 3 inc X  
DXY 75 % X  
DZ 1.5   
UXY 0   
UZ 0   
Insertion Helical X see insertion below
EP 1   
ER 7   

Figure 9-43 Producing a rectangular pocket

Accept the entered values. After acceptance, the list of work steps looks like this:

Example 3: Guide shaft
9.9 Milling the rectangular pocket
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Figure 9-44 Process plan following rectangular pocket

Start the simulation. 

Figure 9-45 Simulation - 3D view

Example 3: Guide shaft
9.9 Milling the rectangular pocket
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Insertion

Vertical insertion Helical insertion Oscillating insertion

Example 3: Guide shaft
9.9 Milling the rectangular pocket
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Example 4: Hollow shaft 10
10.1 Overview

Learning objectives
In this section you will learn the following new functions. You will learn how to...

• perform internal machining on workpieces;

• work with the work step editor;

• create an undercut and

• an asymmetrical groove.

Task

Figure 10-1 Workshop drawing - Example 4:

Figure 10-2 Blank contour

All non-dimensioned radii R10.

Note

On account of improved clamping, side 1 is manufactured first.
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10.2 Creating the first workpiece side

Creating a process plan
Since the workpiece is to be machined from two sides (and produced without counterspindle), 
two process plans must be created. 

Create the process plan for the left-hand side first ('HOLLOW_SHAFT_SIDE1')

Operating sequences
Create the program 'HOLLOW_SHAFT_SIDE1'  without help.

Figure 10-3 Creating a ShopTurn program

Enter the following data in the program header (see illustration).

Figure 10-4 Workpiece dimensions in the program header

Example 4: Hollow shaft
10.2 Creating the first workpiece side
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10.2.1 Face turning

Operating sequences
Proceed as follows to face turn the blank to Z0:

Select the Turning softkey.

Select the Stock removal softkey.

Select the ROUGHING_T80 A  tool.

Enter the following values in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
F 0.2   
V 240 m/min X  
Machining Roughing X Since a large amount of 

material (5mm) remains 
on the front face, set the 
machining to roughing.

Position (see illustration 
below)

X  

Machining direction Chart X  
X0 105   
Z0 5   
X1 -1.6 abs X  
Z1 0 abs X  
D 2.5   
UX 0.0   
UZ 0.2   

Example 4: Hollow shaft
10.2 Creating the first workpiece side
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Figure 10-5 Face turning the workpiece

Accept the entered values. After acceptance, your work step program looks like this:

Figure 10-6 Process plan following face turning

10.2.2 Drilling

Operating sequences
Proceed as follows to drill the workpiece at the center.

Select the Drilling softkey. 

Example 4: Hollow shaft
10.2 Creating the first workpiece side
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Select the Drilling Centric softkey.

Select the Drilling Centric softkey.

Open the tool list and select DRILL_32.

Accept the tool into your program.

Enter the following values for the drill hole in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
F 0.1 mm/rev X  
S 2500 rpm X  
 Chip removal X  
Z0 0   
 Tip X  
Z1 -57 inc X  
D 57   

Figure 10-7 Hole

Accept the entered values. After acceptance, the list of work steps looks like this:

Example 4: Hollow shaft
10.2 Creating the first workpiece side
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Figure 10-8 Process plan following drilling

10.2.3 Blank contour

Operating sequences
Enter the following blank contour without help. Since the workpiece is only machined on one 
side for each process plan, the blank contour only needs to be constructed to Z-65.

Select the New contour softkey. Enter the name 'HOLLOW_SHAFT_BLANK' for the contour. 

Figure 10-9 Creating the contour

Create the blank contour in the contour calculator (see illustration below). 

Example 4: Hollow shaft
10.2 Creating the first workpiece side
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Figure 10-10 Creating a blank contour

10.2.4 Machined part contour of the first side, external

Operating sequences
Proceed as follows to enter the machined part contour:

Note

The (red) contour of the machined part is intended not to correspond to the drawing. The 
machined part contour serves as the roughing machining limit, but more importantly it 
specifies the precise traversing path for finishing. Thus, the construction begins here at the drill 
hole diameter. This ensures that the end face is finished cleanly. The contour end is an extension 
of the chamfer extending outside the blank. The large diameter is produced only in the second 
clamping.

Select the Contour turning softkey.

Select the New contour softkey. Enter the name 'HOLLOW_SHAFT_SIDE1_E' for the contour. 

Example 4: Hollow shaft
10.2 Creating the first workpiece side
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Figure 10-11 Creating the contour

Confirm your input. 

Set the starting point to X32/Z0.

Figure 10-12 Specifying the contour starting point

Confirm your input.

Enter the following values for the vertical straight line in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
X 68 abs X
Transition to next element Chamfer X
F 1  

Example 4: Hollow shaft
10.2 Creating the first workpiece side
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Figure 10-13 Specifying the vertical straight line contour

Accept the entered values.

Enter the following values for the horizontal straight line in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
Z -5 abs X
Transition to next element Chamfer X
FS 0  

Example 4: Hollow shaft
10.2 Creating the first workpiece side
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Figure 10-14 Specifying the horizontal straight line contour

Accept the entered values.

Enter the following values for the next section in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
Direction of rotation Right X
R 20  
X 68 abs X
Z -25 abs X
Transition to next element Chamfer X
FS 0  

Example 4: Hollow shaft
10.2 Creating the first workpiece side
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Figure 10-15 Specifying the arc contour

Select the desired construction.

Accept your selection.

Accept the contour section.

Enter the following values for the horizontal straight line in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
Z -55 abs X

The undercut is inserted 
later as an individual ele‐
ment.

Transition to next element Chamfer X
FS 0  

Example 4: Hollow shaft
10.2 Creating the first workpiece side
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Figure 10-16 Specifying the horizontal straight line contour 

Accept the entered values.

Enter the following values for the vertical straight line in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
X 98 abs X

The inclined straight line 
remains as chamfer after 
the second side has been 
machined.

Transition to next element Chamfer X
FS 0  

Example 4: Hollow shaft
10.2 Creating the first workpiece side
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Figure 10-17 Specifying the vertical straight line contour 

Accept the entered values.

Enter the following values for the inclined straight line in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
X 106 abs X
α1 135 X
Transition to next element Chamfer X
FS 0  

Example 4: Hollow shaft
10.2 Creating the first workpiece side
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Figure 10-18 Specifying the inclined straight line contour 

Accept the entered values.

Accept the contour into your process plan.

Figure 10-19 Contour in the contour calculator 

After acceptance, the process plan looks like this. Both contours are automatically linked 
together.

Example 4: Hollow shaft
10.2 Creating the first workpiece side
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Figure 10-20 Process plan following input of the contours

Stock removal, residual stock removal and finishing 
In the following work step you will perform contour stock removal. 

To this end, proceed as follows:

Select the Stock removal softkey.

Open the tool list and select the ROUGHING_T80 A tool.

Accept the tool into your program.

Enter the following values for roughing in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
F 0.3   
V 260 m/min X  
Machining longitudinal

external
roughing

X
X
X

 

D 2.0   
UX 0.2   
UZ 0.2   
DI 0.0   

Example 4: Hollow shaft
10.2 Creating the first workpiece side
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Field Value Toggle field Notes
BL Contour X In the blank descriptions 

you can choose between 
the following settings: 
Cylinder: 
Blank = cylinder
Contour: 
Blank = constructed con‐
tour
Allowance: 
Blank = constructed con‐
tour with defined allow‐
ance

Relief cuts No X Insertion with the rough‐
ing tool is not recommen‐
ded. Therefore, switch the 
Relief cuts field to No.

Set machining area limits No X  

Figure 10-21 Roughing the contour

Accept the entered values.

Select the Residual stock removal softkey.

Open the tool list and select the FINISHING_T35 A tool.

Example 4: Hollow shaft
10.2 Creating the first workpiece side
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Accept the tool into your program. Before finishing, the residual material is cut in the concave 
fillet.

Enter the following values for stock removal of residual material in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
F 0.2   
V 240 m/min X  
Machining longitudinal

external
roughing

X
X
X

 

D 2.0   
UX 0.2   
UZ 0.2   
DI 0.0   
Relief cuts Yes X To ensure that the concave 

fillet is taken into consider‐
ation, the Relief cuts field 
must be switched to Yes.

FR 0.2   
Set machining area limits No X  

Figure 10-22 Stock removal of residual material contour

Accept the entered values.

Select the Stock removal softkey.

Example 4: Hollow shaft
10.2 Creating the first workpiece side
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Open the tool list and select the FINISHING_T35 A tool.

Accept the tool into your program.

Enter the following values for finishing in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
F 0.15   
V 280 m/min X  
Machining longitudinal

external
finishing

X
X
X

 

Allowance No X  
Relief cuts Yes X Switch Relief cuts to Yes 

here, too.
Set machining area limits No X  

Figure 10-23 Finishing the contour

Accept the entered values. After acceptance, your work step program looks like this: The 
contours are automatically linked to the stock removal work steps.
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Figure 10-24 Process plan following stock removal of the contour

10.2.5 Undercut
You can select from four different types of undercut:    

Undercut form E Undercut form F Undercut thread DIN Undercut thread

Operating sequences
Proceed as follows to create an undercut.
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After residual stock removal, the list of work steps looks like this:

Figure 10-25 Process plan following stock removal 

Select the Turning softkey.

Select the Undercut softkey. 

Select the Undercut form E softkey.

Open the tool list and select the FINISHING_T35 A tool.

Accept the tool into your program.

Enter the following values for the groove in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
F 0.15   
V 200 m/min X  
Position See Figure be‐

low
E 1.0 x 0.4

X
X

 

X0 68   
Z0 -55   
X1 0 inc X  
VX 70 abs X  
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Figure 10-26 Specifying the undercut

Accept the entered values. After acceptance, the list of work steps looks like this:

Figure 10-27 Process plan with undercut

Start the simulation. 
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Figure 10-28 Simulation - Cut active 

Figure 10-29 Simulation - Side view with display of the traversing paths
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10.2.6 Machined part contour of the first side, internal

Operating sequences
Proceed as follows to enter the machined part contour:

Select the Contour turning softkey.

Select the New contour softkey. Enter the name 'HOLLOW_SHAFT_SIDE1_I' for the contour. 

Figure 10-30 Creating the contour

Confirm your input. 

Set the starting point to X50/Z0.

Figure 10-31 Specifying the contour starting point
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Confirm your input.

Create the contour without help (see illustration below).

Figure 10-32 Machined part contour of the first side, internal

Stock removal, residual stock removal and finishing 
In the following work step you will perform contour stock removal. Enter the geometries into 
your process plan as follows.

Figure 10-33 Broken-line graphics
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Select the Stock removal softkey.

Open the tool list and select the ROUGHING_T80 I tool.

Accept the tool into your program.

Enter the following values for roughing in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
F 0.25   
V 250 m/min X  
Machining longitudinal

internal
roughing

X
X
X

You must switch the ma‐
chining to Inside. 

D 2.0   
UX 0.2   
UZ 0.2   
DI 0.0   
BL Cylinder X Since drilling has already 

taken place, you do not 
need to take a blank con‐
tour into consideration for 
internal machining. 
Switch to Cylinder.

XD 32 abs X  
ZD 0 inc X  
Relief cuts No X  
Set machining area limits No X  

Example 4: Hollow shaft
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Figure 10-34 Roughing the contour

Accept the entered values.

Select the Stock removal softkey.

Open the tool list and select the FINISHING_T35 I tool.

Accept the tool into your program.

Enter the following values for finishing in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
F 0.12   
V 280 m/min X  
Machining longitudinal

internal
finishing

X
X
X

 

Allowance No X  
Relief cuts No X  
Set machining area limits No X  

Example 4: Hollow shaft
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Figure 10-35 Finishing the contour

Accept the entered values.

Start the simulation to perform checks.

Figure 10-36 Simulation - Cut active

Undercut
Proceed as follows to create an undercut:

Select the Undercut softkey.
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Select the Undercut form E softkey.

Create the undercut (see illustration below).

Figure 10-37 Creating an undercut

Note

Make sure that the undercut is in the correct position.

Start the simulation.

Figure 10-38 Undercut simulation (with display of the traversing paths)
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The process plan for the first side of the workpiece looks like this.

Figure 10-39 Process plan with undercut

10.2.7 The work step editor

Functions of the work step editor
The following information provides you with an overview of the functions of the work step 
editor.

Use this softkey to switch to the broken-line graphics.   

Use this softkey to search for texts in the program.  

Use this softkey to select several work steps for further processing (e.g., 
"Copy" or "Cut").  
Use this softkey to copy work steps to the clipboard.  

Use this softkey to paste work steps from the clipboard to the process plan. 
The copied step is always inserted after the currently highlighted step.  
Use this softkey to copy work steps to the clipboard; at the same time, it is 
deleted at its origin. This softkey can also be used for "pure" deletion.  
Use this softkey to switch to the extended menu.  

Use this softkey to renumber the work steps.  
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Use this softkey to open the "Settings" dialog. Here you can specify, e.g. 
automatic numbering or whether you wish the end of the block to be 
represented as a symbol.  
Use this softkey to return to the previous menu.  

You will need some of these functions in order to reuse the blank contour of the first side in the 
process plan for the second side of the workpiece. The blank contour will be copied to the 
clipboard and pasted into the process plan for the second side.

Figure 10-40 Blank contour

10.2.8 Copying the contour

Operating sequence
Proceed as follows to copy the blank contour to the clipboard: 

Navigate to the 'HOLLOW_SHAFT_BLANK' contour.
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Figure 10-41 Copying the contour to the clipboard.

Copy the blank contour to the clipboard. The contour remains on the clipboard until you copy 
another work step to the clipboard or shut down the control system.
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10.3 Creating the second workpiece side

Creating a process plan
Proceed as follows to create a process plan for the second side of the workpiece.  

Operating sequences
Create the program 'HOLLOW_SHAFT_SIDE2'  without help.

Figure 10-42 Creating a ShopTurn program

Enter the following data in the program header (see illustration).

Figure 10-43 Workpiece dimensions in the program header
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10.3.1 Face turning

Operating sequences
Proceed as follows to face turn the blank to X-1.6 and Z0:

Select the Turning softkey.

Select the Stock removal softkey.

Select the ROUGHING_T80 A  tool.

Enter the following values in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
F 0.2   
V 240 m/min X  
Machining Roughing X Since a large amount of 

material (5mm) remains 
on the front face, set the 
machining to roughing.

Position (see illustration 
below)

X  

Machining direction Chart X  
X0 105   
Z0 5   
X1 -1.6 abs X  
Z1 0 abs X  
D 2.5   
UX 0.0   
UZ 0.2   
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Figure 10-44 Face turning the workpiece

Accept the entered values. After acceptance, your work step program looks like this:

Figure 10-45 Process plan following face turning

10.3.2 Drilling

Operating sequences
Proceed as follows to drill the workpiece at the center.

Select the Drilling softkey. 
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Select the Drilling Centric softkey. 

Select the Drilling Centric softkey. 

Open the tool list and select DRILL_32.

Accept the tool into your program.

Enter the following values for the drill hole in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
F 0.1 mm/rev X  
S 2500 rpm X  
 Chip removal X  
Z0 0   
 Tip   
Z1 -67 abs X  
D 67   
DT 0 X  

Figure 10-46 Hole

Accept the entered values. After acceptance, the list of work steps looks like this:
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Figure 10-47 Process plan following input of the drilling position

10.3.3 Specifying a blank contour

Operating sequences
Proceed as follows to paste the blank contour from the clipboard into your process plan:

First, navigate in the process plan to the most recently entered work step (see illustration).

Figure 10-48 Position for inserting the blank contour

Paste the blank contour from the clipboard. After pasting the contour, your process plan should 
look like this.
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Figure 10-49 Pasting the contour

10.3.4 Machined part contour of the second side, external

Operating sequences
Proceed as follows to enter the machined part contour:

Note

The asymmetrical groove is produced later.

Select the Contour turning softkey.

Select the New contour softkey. Enter the name 'HOLLOW_SHAFT_SIDE2_E' for the contour. 

Confirm your input. 

Set the starting point to X57/Z0.
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Figure 10-50 Specifying the contour starting point

Confirm your input.

Create the contour up to the end point to Z-65 and X100 without help (see illustration below).

Figure 10-51 Contour in the contour calculator

Accept the contour into your process plan. 

Stock removal and finishing 
In the following work step you will perform contour stock removal. 

To this end, proceed as follows:
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Select the Stock removal softkey.

Open the tool list and select the ROUGHING_T80 A tool.

Accept the tool into your program.

Enter the following values for roughing in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
F 0.3   
V 260 m/min X  
Machining longitudinal

external
roughing

X
X
X

 

D 2.0   
UX 0.2   
UZ 0.2   
DI 0.0   
BL Contour X  
Relief cuts No X  
Set machining area limits No X  

Figure 10-52 Roughing the contour

Accept the entered values. After acceptance, your work step program looks like this:
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Figure 10-53 Process plan following roughing

Select the Stock removal softkey.

Open the tool list and select the FINISHING_T35 A tool.

Accept the tool into your program.

Enter the following values for finishing in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
F 0.15   
V 200 m/min X  
Machining longitudinal

external
finishing

X
X
X

 

Allowance No X  
Relief cuts No X  
Set machining area limits No X  
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Figure 10-54 Finishing the contour

Accept the entered values. After acceptance, your work step program looks like this: 

Figure 10-55 Process plan following stock removal of the contour

Start the simulation.
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Figure 10-56 Simulation - 3D view

10.3.5 Creating an asymmetrical groove

Operating sequences
Proceed as follows to create an asymmetrical groove.

Select the Turning softkey.

Select the Groove softkey. 

Select the Groove 2 softkey.

Open the tool list and select the PLUNGE_CUTTER_3 A tool.

Accept the tool into your program.
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Enter the following values for the groove in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
F 0.08   
V 180 m/min X  
Machining Roughing + fin‐

ishing
X  

Position See Figure be‐
low

X  

X0 70   
Z0 -55   
B1 10 X (field)  
T1 5.5 inc X  
α1 0   
α1 15   
R1 0 X (field)  
R2 2 X (field)  
R3 0 X (field)  
R4 0 X (field)  
D 3   
U 0.2 X (field)  
N 1   

Figure 10-57 Specifying a groove

Accept the entered values. After acceptance, the list of work steps looks like this:
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Figure 10-58 Process plan following groove

Start the simulation. 

Figure 10-59 Simulation - 3D view (cut active)
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10.3.6 Machined part contour of the second side, internal

Operating sequences
Proceed as follows to enter the machined part contour:

Select the Contour turning softkey.

Select the New contour softkey. Enter the name 'HOLLOW_SHAFT_SIDE2_I' for the contour. 

Confirm your input. 

Set the starting point to X57/Z0.

Figure 10-60 Specifying the contour starting point

Confirm your input.

Create the contour without help (see illustration below).
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Figure 10-61 Machined part contour of the second side, internal

Note

When creating the contour, ensure that the arc elements merge tangentially.

Tangential merging applies only to main elements, i.e. the rounding is attached to the main 
element.

(See illustration below)
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Accept the contour. After accepting the contour, your work step program looks like this.
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Figure 10-62 Process plan following input of the contour

Stock removal, residual stock removal and finishing 
In the following work step you will perform contour stock removal.

Select the Stock removal softkey.

Open the tool list and select the ROUGHING_T80 I tool.

Accept the tool into your program.

Enter the following values for roughing in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
F 0.25   
V 280 m/min X  
Machining longitudinal

internal
roughing

X
X
X

You must switch the ma‐
chining to Inside.

D 2.0   
UX 0.2   
UZ 0.2   
DI 0.0   
BL Cylinder X Since drilling has already 

taken place, you do not 
need to take a blank con‐
tour into consideration for 
internal machining. 
Switch to Cylinder.

XD 32 abs X  
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Field Value Toggle field Notes
ZD 0 abs X  
Relief cuts No X  
Set machining area limits No X  

Figure 10-63 Roughing the contour

Accept the entered values.

Select the Residual stock removal softkey.

Open the tool list and select the FINISHING_T35 I tool.

Accept the tool into your program.

Enter the following values for finishing in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
F 0.2   
V 240 m/min X  
Machining longitudinal

internal
finishing

X
X
X

 

Allowance No X  
Relief cuts Yes X  
FR 0.2   
Set machining area limits No X  
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Figure 10-64 Contour residual stock removal

Accept the entered values.

Select the Stock removal softkey.

Open the tool list and select the FINISHING_T35 I tool.

Accept the tool into your program.

Enter the following values for finishing in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
F 0.12   
V 280 m/min X  
Machining longitudinal

internal
finishing

X
X
X

 

Allowance No X  
Relief cuts Yes X  
Set machining area limits No X  
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Figure 10-65 Finishing the contour

Accept the entered values. 

Start the simulation to perform checks.

Figure 10-66 Simulation - 3D view (cut active)
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Example 5: Plunge-turning 11
11.1 Overview

Learning objectives
In this section you will learn how to use the plunge-turning functions.

Task

Figure 11-1 Workshop drawing - Example 5:
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Preparation
Perform the following steps without help: 

1. Create a new workpiece with the name 'EXAMPLE5'.

2. Create a new step sequence program with the name 'PLUNGE_TURNING'.

3. Fill in the program header (see illustration below).

Figure 11-2 Creating a program header

Example 5: Plunge-turning
11.1 Overview
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11.2 Plunge-turning
The achievable level of productivity during turning is limited, among other things, by the 
possible number of tools in the revolver and the frequent tool changes required for effective 
turning machining. With standard turning tools alone, not all possible contours can be 
produced, and residual material machining, therefore, is often performed by means of plunge-
cutting. For the complete machining of a contour, therefore, it is always necessary to change 
between standard turning tools and plunge-cutting tools.  

The aim of the plunge-turning cycle is to reduce the number of tool changes and to avoid empty 
cuts, such as those that occur during the backward movement of the turning tool, for example.

As a general rule, hardly any empty cuts exist during the plunge-turning cycle, as stock removal 
is performed during both forward and backward movement. This must be taken into account 
during program creation. ShopTurn offers optimum support for this. As you already know, you 
only need to describe the contour of the turning part and during the stock removal cycle you can 
select whether you wish to perform stock removal using a conventional procedure or by means 
of plunge-cutting or plunge-turning. ShopTurn automatically calculates the cuts and traversing 
movements of the tool based on the cycle. This means that empty cuts are eliminated to a great 
extent.

During the simulation, you can clearly analyze the calculated traversing movements of the tool. 
Even a combination of conventional turning machining and plunge-turning is possible, i.e. a 
standard tool is used for roughing, while plunge-turning is used for machining residual material, 
meaning that the contour can be thoroughly machined without the risk of damage.
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11.3 Creating the contour

Operating sequences
Create the contour without help.

Select the Contour turning softkey.

Select the New contour softkey. Enter the name 'CONTOUR_E' for the contour. 

Confirm your input. 

Set the starting point to X48/Z0.

Figure 11-3 Specifying the contour starting point

Create a contour (see illustration below).
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Figure 11-4 Contour in the contour calculator
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11.4 Stock removal with the plunge-turning cycle

Operating sequences
In the following work step you will perform contour stock removal. 

To this end, proceed as follows:

Select the Contour turning softkey.

Select the Plunge-turning softkey.

Open the tool list and select the PLUNGE_CUTTER_3 A tool.

Accept the tool into your program.

Enter the following values for roughing in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
FX 0.2   
FZ 0.25   
V 150 m/min X  
Machining longitudinal

external
roughing

X
X
X

 

D 2.5   
UX 0.2   
UZ 0.2   
DI 0.0   
BL Cylinder X  
XD 50 abs X  
ZD 0 abs X  
Set machining area limits No X  
N 1   
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Figure 11-5 Roughing the contour - plunge turning

Accept the entered values.

Select the Plunge-turning softkey.

Open the tool list and select the PLUNGE_CUTTER_3 A tool.

Accept the tool into your program.

Enter the following values for finishing in the interactive screenform:

Field Value Toggle field Notes
FX 0.15   
FZ 0.15   
V 200 m/min X  
Machining longitudinal

external
finishing

X
X
X

 

Allowance No X  
Set machining area limits No X  
N 1   
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Figure 11-6 Finishing the contour - plunge turning

Accept the entered values. After acceptance, your work step program looks like this:

Figure 11-7 Work step program

Select the Simulation softkey.
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Figure 11-8 Simulation - Side view (with display of the traversing paths)

Figure 11-9 Simulation - 3D view (with display of the traversing paths)
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Execution in SINUMERIK Operate 12
After you have acquired a well-founded knowledge of the creation of process plans in ShopTurn 
by working with the examples, we will now machine workpieces.   

To machine a workpiece, proceed as follows:

Approaching reference point
After turning on the control system and before traversing the axes according to the process plans 
or traversing manually, you will have to approach the reference point of the machine. In this way, 
ShopTurn will find the start of counting in the position measuring system of the machine. 

Since approaching of the reference point is different depending on machine type and 
manufacturer, only a few hints can be given here for orientation:

1. If necessary traverse the tool to a free point in the work space from which traversing is 
possible in all directions without collision. Make sure that the tool is then not beyond the 
reference point of the corresponding axis (since reference point approach is only performed 
in one direction for each axis; otherwise, this point cannot be reached).

2. Perform the reference point approach exactly according to the specifications of the machine 
manufacturer.

Clamping the workpiece
To guarantee machining in accordance with the specified dimensions and, naturally, also for 
your own safety, it is imperative to clamp the workpiece tightly. A three-block chuck is usually 
used for this.

Setting the workpiece zero
Since ShopTurn cannot guess where in the work space the workpiece is located, you must 
determine the workpiece zero in Z.

The workpiece zero is usually determined through sampling with a calculated tool in the Z axis.

Executing the process plan
Now the machine is prepared, the workpiece is set up, and the tools are gauged. At last we can 
start!

First select the program you want to execute in the Program Manager, e.g. EXAMPLE4. 
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Figure 12-1 Selecting the program

Open the program.

Figure 12-2 Opening the process plan

Select the NC selection softkey.
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Figure 12-3 Executing

Due to the fact that the process plan has not yet been executed with control, turn the feedrate 
potentiometer to zero position to ensure that you keep everything under control from the 
beginning. 

If you also want to see a simulation during machining, select the Drawing softkey before 
starting. Only then are all traversing paths and their effects are displayed.   

Start machining and check the speed of the tool motions using the feedrate potentiometer.   
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Execution in Run MyVirtual Machine /3D 13
13.1 Overview

Learning objectives
In this chapter you will learn ...

• how you create a machine project in Run MyVirtual Machine using a template and how you 
start the machine project,

• about the function areas of Run MyVirtual Machine /3D and the components required for the 
3D simulation,

• how you activate the setup for the 3D simulation that matches the NC program,

• how you activate collision detection.

Task
1. Based on the template project of a turning machine, you create a machine project in Run 

MyVirtual Machine and start the machine project. 

2. You familiarize yourself with the fundamentals of Run MyVirtual Machine /3D. 

3. In order that you can subsequently execute the program example using the 3D simulation, 
you must first activate the setup that matches the NC program and collision detection. 

4. Start execution using 3D simulation.

Note

You require the appropriate licenses for "Run MyVirtual Machine /Operate" and "Run MyVirtual 
Machine /3D". You can purchase the software through the Industrial Software Store (https://
www.dex.siemens.com). Here, you can also apply for your individual free-of-charge test license!
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Result

Figure 13-1 Result after execution
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13.2 Creating and starting the machine project
Create a machine project in Run MyVirtual Machine based on the template project of a 3-axis 
machine "SinuMill3.vcp". 

Operator workflow
1. Start Run MyVirtual Machine. Project management is displayed after the start.

Figure 13-2 Project management 

2. Click on "Create project from template". The list of template projects is displayed.

3. In the template project, select "SinuTurn.vcp".

Figure 13-3 Selecting a template project

4. Enter a project name.
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5. Select the storage path.

6. Confirm with "Create project". The project opens.

Figure 13-4 Machine project opened

7. Click on button  "Start machine" to start the machine project. 

Result

Figure 13-5 Machine project started

The machine project is automatically added to the list of last opened projects in the project 
management.
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13.3 Opening the program example
Open the program example "02_EXAMPLE.MPF". This workpiece is machined in Section 
"Starting execution in the 3D simulation (Page 250)". 

Operator workflow
Open the basic menu. 

Press the "Program Manager" softkey.
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Open folder "02_EXAMPLE". The workshop drawing is saved as PDF.

1. Open workshop drawing "02_EXAMPLE_DRAWING.PDF". You can close the preview using 
softkey "Close".

Figure 13-6 PDF preview: Workshop drawing

2. Open ShopMill program "02_EXAMPLE.MPF".

Figure 13-7 Program Manager: Open workpiece
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Result

Figure 13-8 ShopTurn program "02_EXAMPLE.MPF"
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13.4 Fundamentals Run MyVirtual Machine /3D

13.4.1 Overview
In Run MyVirtual Machine you can visualize the machining process and machine movements 
using 3D simulation. You can simulate the execution of NC programs in the AUTOMATIC mode, 
for example, or manual traversing movements and tool changes in the JOG mode. You obtain an 
insight into the user interface of Run MyVirtual Machine /3D, and learn about the components 
required for the 3D simulation.

Note

You require the appropriate licenses for "Run MyVirtual Machine /Operate" and "Run MyVirtual 
Machine /3D". You can purchase the software through the Industrial Software Store (https://
www.dex.siemens.com). Here, you can also apply for your individual free-of-charge test license!

Overview of 3D simulation
An overview of the function areas of Run MyVirtual Machine /3D is subsequently provided.  

� �

�

�

� �

� �

�

Figure 13-9 Overview of 3D simulation
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You can perform the following tasks in the areas:
• ① Machine

In the "Machine" tab, you configure the simulation components and visualize the machining 
process.

– ⑤ Simulation of the machining process and machine motion

– ⑥ Definition of tools

– ⑦ Selection and activation of the setup (clamping)

– ⑧ Activation of collision detection

– ⑨ Show/hide machine menu, reset view/workpiece

• ② Library
In "Library" you manage the components required for simulation.

– Tool components/holders

– Setup (clamping operation)

– Blanks

– Protection area (workholder)

• ③ Collisions
In the "Collisions" tab, the detected collisions are logged during the execution of an NC 
program or during the manual procedure.

• ④ Settings

– Language switchover

– Toolholder diameter

– Export/import of archives

13.4.2 Components in the library
In the library you manage the components tool component, setup, blank and protection area for 
the 3D simulation.
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Overview of library

�

�

� �

�

�

Figure 13-10 Managing 3D simulation components in the library

Operating areas:

① Search for configured components: Here you enter the term to be found in the library and 
press the ENTER key. The hits are displayed in the overview. Click on the "X" in the search 
field to delete the search term.

② Here the configured components of the library are displayed with icon and number. The 
buttons also serve as a filter option for the components. If you click on the button, it is 
greyed out and the components of this type are not shown in the overview. Click on the 
button again to show the components.

③ Here the overview of all configured components is displayed with preview image, name 
and symbolic icon. To edit, click on the component.

④ By clicking the buttons you create new components of the selected type.
⑤ Use Import to import library elements as "*.zip" file into the library. The imported com‐

ponents are extracted and displayed in the library. With this function you can import 
exported components from other machine projects.
The "*.zip" files in the storage folder are available for import.

⑥ Click "Select" to select one or more components from the library. You can, for example, 
delete the selected components or export them as "*.zip". 
The exported component is saved as a file in the storage folder.
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Component types
In the following table the components are shown with icon and description.

Symbol Component Description
Tool component Tool adapter, tool holder

For example, holders for tools with shanks with a steep or 
hollow taper.

Setup The setup comprises a protection area and the matching 
blank. In a setup, you can also configure protection areas and 
blanks, e.g. clamping towers or also machine vises.

Blank Workpiece blank
e.g. cube, cylinder

Protection area A protection area fixes the blank. Protection areas include, e.g. 
machine vises, chucks or clamping jaws.

Components are described as "*.stl file" (3D model). You create an "*.stl file" using an external 
program and import it when you create a new component. 

The components are already defined in the project templates for program examples. 

Tool component

Figure 13-11 Example of a tool component

Note

No tool components are used in the sample programs of the "SinuTurn.vcp" template project. 
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Setup

Figure 13-12 Example of a configuration

Blank

Figure 13-13 Example of a blank
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Protection area

Figure 13-14 Example of a protection area

Note

A protection area can also consist of several components, e.g. a stationary and the movable part 
of a machine vise.

13.4.3 Tool manager
The tool manager is displayed when you click on the tool icon  on the start page of the 3D 
simulation.
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Managing tools for 3D simulation
All of the tools, with their IDs, tool names and preview image are displayed in a horizontal list. 
The tool manager is synchronized with the tool list in SINUMERIK Operate and contains the tools 
defined there. 

Figure 13-15 Example: Tools with defined protection are marked with a green symbol

Meaning of the protection
In addition to the geometry data from the SINUMERIK Operate tool list, you also define the 
protection variant in Run MyVirtual Machine /3D. The protection describes the tool holder 
geometry (workholder) and other geometry data of the cutting edge or the tool. Thus a realistic 
simulation with collision detection is achieved. Tools with a defined protection are marked with 
a green checkmark.

Protection variants for milling tools/drill bits
For the protection variants for milling tools/drill bits, choose between the following options:

• Fast protection
For fast protection, the following additional tool and holder parameters are defined:

– Tool length (taken from SINUMERIK Operate tool list)

– Flute length of the tool (yellow section in the figure)

– Protruding length (unclamping length/collar length) of the tool when used in a holder

• Detailed protection
For detailed protection, the following tool and holder parameters are defined:

– Flute length of the tool (yellow section in the figure)

– Tool holder geometry as "*.stl file"

– The unclamping length is automatically determined on the basis of the holder geometry 
and the tool length.
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Protection variant for turning tools
For turning tools, you define a shank as the protection variant and optionally an adapter that 
describes the holder geometry.

The shank and adapter are defined as follows:

The indexable insert data is taken from the SINUMERIK Operate tool list. The plate thickness, the 
geometry of the shank, and the adapter can be defined.

The shank parameters are preset with default values and must be modified according to the 
shaft used.

The adapter can be defined in the following ways:

• Enter parameters for the adapter using an overview.

• Import an "*.stl file" with the adapter geometry.

• Import a holder geometry (tool component) from the library.

13.4.4 Setup manager (clamping)
The setup manager is displayed when you click the "Setup" icon  on the 3D simulation start 
page.

Active setup (clamping)
In the setup manager, activate/deactivate the setup effective for 3D simulation.

1

2 3 4

Figure 13-16 Example: Setup manager before activating the setup
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The possible setups are shown in gray. Click on the area 2-4 to parameterize the corresponding 
setup.

① Preview of the machine space with activated setup
② Activate setup as "Fast protection"
③ Activate setup as "Detailed protection" from the library 
④ Creating a new setup

The newly created setup is saved in the library and can then be activated (see ③)

Note
• Fast protection

With the "fast protection" you define a protection area around a blank geometry. An "*.stl 
file" of the workholder is not required.

• Detailed protection
To define "detailed protection", activate a setup (clamping) from the library.

13.4.5 Collisions
During 3D simulation of the machining process, collisions that occur while collision detection is 
active are logged and visually displayed in the 3D simulation. The collisions are marked by 
colored highlighting. 

• Orange: Safety clearance of the components violated, but no collision has occurred 

• Red: collision of the components
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Collision log
In the "Collisions" tab, all collisions that have occurred are displayed in tabular form and with a 
3D image.

Figure 13-17 Example: Collision of the components has been detected.

The following data is displayed in the table for each collision:

• Number
Unique number of the collision 

• Collision component
Which component caused the collision?

• Collision with component
Which component was involved in the collision?

• 3D image of the collision
A 3D image of the collision is displayed in the right section of the tab. 
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13.5 Starting execution in the 3D simulation
In Section "Open program example (Page 237)" you opened ShopMill program 
"02_EXAMPLE.MPF". Execute the 3D simulation in Run MyVirtual Machine /3D based on this 
example.  

Figure 13-18 ShopTurn program "02_EXAMPLE.MPF"

Requirements for 3D simulation
The following preconditions must be satisfied in order to use 3D simulation with collision 
detection:

• Machine project with integrated machine model

• Tool component, setup, blank, protection area are defined in the library 

• Protection function and protection areas (workholders) of the tools used are defined 

These preconditions are already satisfied for the project templates. You must still execute the 
following steps:

• Activate the setup that matches the NC program

• Activate collision detection 
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Operator workflow
1. You can remove the viewlets as windows with the  buttons and dock them at any 

other position in Run MyVirtual Machine. For example, you can display the 3D simulation in 
a separate window.

Figure 13-19 3D simulation – window removed

2. Click on icon  to display the Machine menu of the 3D simulation.

Figure 13-20 Machine menu

3. For the 3D simulation, activate/deactivate the effective setup in the "Setup" tab. The window 
is displayed when you click the "Setup" icon on the 3D simulation start page.
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4. In window Setup, select setup "01_02_example".

Figure 13-21 Selecting configuration "01_02_example"

5. This is accepted by double-clicking on the selected setup.

Figure 13-22 Selecting configuration "01_02_example"

6. Confirm by clicking on "Save changes". 
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7. Check whether collision detection is activated. If collision detection is not active, activate this 
by clicking on "DEACTIVATED click to activate". 

Figure 13-23 Activate collision detection

8. You can now start activation. In SINUMERIK Operate, select softkey "NC selection".

Figure 13-24 NC selection
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9. Set the feedrate and spindle speed and enable these via "SPINDLE START" and "FEED START".

Figure 13-25 Setting the feedrate and spindle speed

10.Click on "CYCLE START" to start execution. 
Execution of the workpiece is visualized in the 3D simulation. 

Figure 13-26 Executing in 3D simulation
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Result

Figure 13-27 Result after execution
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How accomplished are you in the use of ShopTurn? 14
14.1 Exercise 1

Will you manage this task using ShopTurn within 10 minutes?

Figure 14-1 Workshop drawing DIYS1

Notes
In the process plan, the workpiece is milled to size in two work steps (see model below). For this 
reason, you can assign the the starting point of the CONTOUR_1 contour to the start of the first 
chamfer.
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Model

Figure 14-2 Process plan

Figure 14-3 Contour in the contour calculator
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Figure 14-4 Workpiece simulation
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14.2 Exercise 2

Will you manage this task using ShopTurn within 10 minutes?

Figure 14-5 Workshop drawing DIYS2

Notes
You can use the automatic cutting of residual material to great effect here.

Model

Figure 14-6 Process plan
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Figure 14-7 Contour in the contour calculator

Figure 14-8 Workpiece simulation
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14.3 Exercise 3

Will you manage this task using ShopTurn within 10 minutes?

Figure 14-9 Workshop drawing DIYS3

Notes
Construct radius 5 in two steps.

Model

Figure 14-10 Process plan
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Figure 14-11 Contour in the contour calculator

Figure 14-12 Workpiece simulation
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14.4 Exercise 4

Will you manage this task using ShopTurn within 15 minutes?

Figure 14-13 Workshop drawing DIYS4

Notes
In the process plan, the end face is roughed and finished first (see model below). Then the entire 
external area, including the undercut, is produced. Following this, the internal part of the 
contour is machined. The starting point of the internal contour is set to X70/Z0. You can copy the 
external and internal machining sequences using the work step editor by means of cut and paste.

Model

Figure 14-14 Process plan
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Figure 14-15 External contour in the contour calculator

Figure 14-16 Internal contour in the contour calculator
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Figure 14-17 Workpiece simulation

Figure 14-18 Workpiece simulation - Cut active

How accomplished are you in the use of ShopTurn?
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